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Chairman’s Statement
˚ంй
Dear Shareholders,

ΈϽٖi

On behalf of the Board of Directors (the “Board”) of Beijing
Capital Land Ltd. (“BCL” or the “Company”, together with its
subsidiaries the “Group”), I am pleased to present the Company’s
interim report for the six months ended 30th June 2007.

̯Ɂᔑˤࠖٲສพٖͫτࠉʔ̇ࠖສพֶ
̯ʔ̇cடԯڃᙔʔ̇ီ̯එ྆ɾԑ
ผԑผcಳొе̯එ྆࿀ϭɀཌྷཌྷȼα
ʒ˂ɍɊˀ˅ʒ˂౨ංɾɻ౨ంйe

During the first half of 2007, the Chinese economy maintained
steady and rapid growth as income per capita kept rising and
urbanization continued to accelerate. During the period under
review, China’s GDP reached RMB10,676.8 billion, posting a
year-on-year growth of 11.5%, whereas disposable income per
capita of urban citizens increased by 14.2% over the same period
last year. Amidst such favorable environment, bolstered by the
demand of genuine end user, the residential property market in
Beijing remained active in terms of transaction volume. Property
markets in Tianjin, Chengdu, Shenyang, Wuxi and Taiyuan also
demonstrated strong growth. Since 2005, the Group has
implemented the strategy of expanding into markets outside
Beijing and made its first foray into Tianjin, which served as a
base for further advancement to property markets beyond
Beijing. Following the launch of the inaugural projects in Tianjin,
Chengdu and Wuxi, revenue contribution generated from the
Group’s development projects outside Beijing will continue to
increase. The Group’s strategy of expanding into cities outside
Beijing started to bear fruit during the period.

ɀཌྷཌྷȼαɐ˸αcɻਝኬᏜ̡ܛړᖇ҄
ؿᄈٽcɁяνɃүɐʠc̟ےʝ൬ೡɺᒾ˱
eΑᚋ౨ʑcɻਝਝʑ́ଐᐢࠤ༠ԷɁ̵ྫྷ
106,768ყʏcˈᄈٽ༠11.5%cےᔪֈ̵Ɂя
˿ʻνɃɖ༖˾α౨ᄈ˱14.2%e୮ӸСΡؿ
ᏜྊcΕϬϾێᑪָұ߬˚ؿઐ৽Ɏc˵
ԕϾΩ̟ι͚ܛᙩ࿑לcʨݛdιdᓍඈd
ಲ።ʪࡈ̟ɖτੜڰೕࢄe̯එ྆Ϭɀཌྷཌྷ
ʄαઐϷଔΔೕࢄ೪c˞ʨ̟ݛࠖݯኣ
ᒨc൬߶˵ԕ˞ָ̔ؿΔଐ̟e፭ടʨݛdι
ಲ።ඖ͌ᙩઐΉ̟cඑ྆ଔΔඖ͌ؿሻ
ਕνɃᘆੀɺᒾᒷɣcඑ྆Ͳؿਝ૯ɃЗѫ೪
ն൬Ƀνᖆ౨e

During the period under review, the central government further
enforced a series of macroeconomic austerity measures,
including the enforcement of tax collection, restriction of overheating investment by foreign capital and other relevant
measures in order to cool down the overheating property market,
as well as to encourage demand in housing purchase by genuine
end-users and stabilize property price. These aimed to promote
the sustainable and healthy development of the property market
in the long run. As such, BCL adjusted its strategy to be in line
with the national policy by speeding up the construction of
properties, enhancing the quality of products and replicating its
standardized property lines in other markets through launching
middle to high-end residential projects in prime locations with
outstanding community planning. These projects received
enthusiastic market response. As the Group focuses on the
development of middle to high-end residential properties with
genuine end-users as its target customers, the Group was only
slightly affected by the austerity measures which were meant to

Αᚋ౨ʑc֚ܧ൬ȹү૯ʝѩᜮሁઁઉܪc༦
˱ੜೢνဟဳdࠉԹ̔༅ᆅ፠൬ɃʥԯˢޚᎶઉ
ܪc৻ұОڳਝʑָΔଐೕࢄؿ༦ᆅᑭබcར
ϬϾێұʥᖇցָძcϤڔ൬ָΔଐϷพؿ
ٽ౨ᖇ৪ೕࢄeࠖສพᎶਝࡼೕࢄѼබcሬ
ࣂሁኬ೪cዶร˱҄ᅢᆚۺؿዾ۹ʥѧഁذ
พሔॖc˞ଐۂᅟๅʝᇲႇ೪ΕͲਝΈኣᒨι
˲ઐᄤΛΔଉϽສ൙dਂمஃི;ʶዟ༜ؿ
ɻঢ়ᏌϾΩඖ͌c̟ʦᎶᆅईe̯ͅכඑ྆ؿ
ඖ͌яݯɻঢ়ᏌϾΩcඖ͌͌ᅟ۪ʸݯϬϾێϾ
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curb speculative housing investment. In the long run, the
integration of the property market in China will be beneficial to
the Group in further strengthening our competitiveness, and
enhancing profitability.

ʸcΐϊқԹϾָҙ༅ʥҙዀؿѩᜮሁઁઉྦྷܪ
̯එ྆ؿᄧᚊႦ෬cٽכႩϤӰcɻਝָΔଐؿ
ϷพኬੀτС̯එ྆˱ੜԯᘏجබcొʠޔ
СॶɈe

Meanwhile, the Group continues to develop and operate
investment properties which are supplementary to its residential
property projects, creating synergies of the two business
segments. Investment properties provide a more balanced
property portfolio, expand income base and bring stable cash
flow for the Group.

ϊ̔c̯එ྆ᘗᙩ˞ҙ༅ذพؿೕᏪАݯϾ
Ωඖ͌ؿႤХพ৻cɺᒾᄈੜԭိพ৻ංؿԾ
ʃ৽eҙ༅ذพ˥̯එ྆ذพैҡᑭ̡ጫcν
ɃԞᄈ˱cԎԞ˿ᜮϤᖇցؿଊݚټe

In the first half of 2007, the Group’s revenue amounted to
RMB353,526,000. Profit attributable to equity holders was
RMB101,797,000, up by 17.4 times when compared with the
same period last year. Total contracted sales area amounted to
326,039 sq.m., representing a 72% surge over the same period
last year. Total contracted sales revenue marked a substantial
increase of 64% over the same period last year, amounting to
RMB3.32 billion.

ɀཌྷཌྷȼαɐ˸αc̯එ྆Ꮺพᔾ༠Ɂ̵ྫྷ
353,526,000ʏcᚬऩܛτɁᎶЌึСݯɁ̵ྫྷ
101,797,000ʏcˈ˾α౨ɐʠ17.4ࠛeᖋሻ
ਕ ࠍ ዶ   ݯ326,039̡ ʿ ϝ c ༖ ˾ α  ౨ 㒷 ʠ
72%hᖋሻਕᐢνɃڬ༠Ɂ̵ྫྷ33.2ყʏc
༖˾α౨ɣఝᄈ˱64%e

To further capitalize the Group’s competitive advantages in
operational scale and brand awareness, the Group continued to
implement the strategy of expansion outside Beijing. Chengdu
A-Z Town, the Group’s first development project in Chengdu city,
has achieved great success since its launch. The project enabled
the Group to effectively establish the BCL brand in Chengdu. In
order to replicate the outstanding performance of Chengdu A-Z
Town and further strengthen our position in Chengdu, the Group
acquired the Chengdu Shengli Village Project through public
tender during the period. It is planned to develop into a middle
to high-end residential project to further strengthen the Group’s
presence in the city. In addition, the Group acquired another
piece of residential land in Binhai New District of Tianjin following
the successful development of Tianjin Butchart Garden. Together
with the newly acquired Shenyin Road Residential Project in
Shenyang, the Group’s land reserve outside Beijing now
accounted for 64.5% of its entire land bank. The Group strived
to lay a solid foundation in major cities across China, increase
its market shares in the cities where it has already established
presence and strengthen the brand reputation of the Group
beyond Beijing. Enhanced efforts will be made in the
implementation of expansion outside Beijing in a bid to achieve
sustainable and stable growth in future.

ݯ൬ȹүೕඑ྆ؿஃᅡබۂಶࢽᎶc̯එ
྆כ౨ʑྵઐϷଔΔೕࢄ೪eιA-Z Town
ࠖݯສพ൬߶ιಣΔਂࠖؿඖ͌cઐˮ܃Յ
ࠇɣι˲cι˲͓ࠖۺສพΕι̟ۂؿ
ಶcۺਥιA-Z TownؿԿ൙ٲଊcඑ྆כ౨ʑ
༦ʔ͚מʿβՅιСҦඖ͌cི̨߮
̊ȹሔɻঢ়ဲϾΩඖ͌c൬ȹүੜʝඑ྆Ε
ι̟ؿΔϽe̊̔cᘗι˲ೕᗸၕ٦ඖ
͌܃c҈ࠨʹכʨݛᏛࣵณਂɌՅȹఝϾΩ͂
ΔcடΕᓍඈณᄈؿᓍᏪ༏ϾΩඖ͌cଊࣂ̯
එ྆Ε˵ԕ˞̔ΔਂؿɠΔௐɰ༠Էඑ྆ኬ
ɠΔௐؿ64.5%e̯එ྆౨શᔄϊΕਝʑ˚߬ے
̟ఈ͓ӪΡؿೕࢄਥᓣc൬ȹүᒷɣଊࣂኣᒨؿ
̟Ќτଅc՞එ྆Ε˵ԕ˞̔ۂؿ̟ےಶΔ
Ͻc૯ʝଔΔೕࢄ೪c˞ઐ৽̰Ԟพ৻ܛؿᙩ
ᖇցᄈٽe
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Looking ahead, the upcoming Beijing Olympics will further
promote the economy of China. In addition, rising income will
further drive the enormous hosing demand in the domestic
market, offering a prosperous future for the real estate industry
in China. In order to capture the opportunities brought by rapid
growth of the property market, the Group plans to launch eight
new residential and commercial projects located in Beijing,
Tianjin, Chengdu and Wuxi respectively, which are expected to
record outstanding property sales for the Group.

ࢄશ̰ԞcɀཌྷཌྷɄα˵ԕෙ༜ᐾϷΕЩcτХ
൬ȹүઐ৽ɻਝؿᏜc˱ɐɁяνɃᄈ˱৽
ਝʑ̟ྦྷϾָؿੜڰұcɻਝָΔଐϷพک
ౡӞᗫcݯҚ၇ָΔଐ̟܈ೕࢄֺԞؿዀ
༤c̯එི྆߮כαʑઐˮɄณϾΩʥਆพඖ
͌cʗЗ˵כԕdʨݛdιಲ።cདࢿੀԚ
එ྆ذؿพሻਕᘗᙩ፣ԙᐜe

Furthermore, BCL has formulated a series of development
strategies. We will continue to implement the strategic planning
of expansion into markets outside Beijing and the strategy of
“strengthening presence in three focus development areas,
namely Bohai Rim, southwest China and Yangtze River Delta
Region” so as to accelerate the national expansion. We will adopt
product standardization to lower development cost and enhance
overall quality. We will continue to reinforce management reform
and systemic management, in order to fully utilize our four values
of land, product, brand and assets. By leveraging on its wellfocused development strategies, extensive market experiences,
a sufficient land bank and a professional management team,
BCL is confident about maintaining its unique competitive edges.
The Group is committed to achieving promising returns for our
shareholders and becoming the most premium integrated
property operator in China.

ϊ̔c̯එ྆ɰԹցȹӡͶೕࢄ೪cᘗᙩ૯ʝ
ଔΔೕࢄc˞ಘࣵdϹڲʥٽɍӯݯɍɣኝ
ਂਟc˱Ͳਝᒷਜ਼hઐϷଐۂᅟๅʝcࠌГ
ೕι̯cొʠଐۂۂሔhઐ൬ဳଉᛰࠎcྡྷଊӡ
ᅟๅʝc̰כԞᘗᙩͲࠍೕɠΔdଐۂdۂ
ಶʥ༅ଐ̒ိძࠤeንᔄؿೕࢄ೪dᄤ؟
̟ؿdᕡɣؿɠΔௐ˞ʥਿพဳؿଉ
ᄙcࠖສพτڌʶᘗᙩܛړዟτؿᘏجɈcݯ
ٖԞᔔဨؿΑంcߎɈιݯɻਝԮძࠤؿ
Δଐ၃Ꮺ༜ਆe

Liu Xiaoguang
Chairman

ჳኮͮ
˚

17th August 2007, Beijing, China

ɻਝ˵ԕcɀཌྷཌྷȼαɄ˂Ɋȼˀ
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ဳଉᄙদሃၤʗ
พᐜʥٖࢠ

RESULTS AND DIVIDENDS
During the period under review, the Group recorded revenue of
approximately RMB353,526,000 (2006: RMB177,654,000). Net
profit attributable to equity holders of the Company was
approximately RMB101,797,000 (2006: RMB86,738,000).
Basic and diluted earnings per share attributable to equity
holders of the Company amounted to RMB5.02 cents (2006:
RMB5.05 cents) for the period. The Board has resolved not to
declare any interim dividend in respect of the six months ended
30th June 2007.

PROPERTY SALES PERFORMANCE

Project
ඖ͌Ίီ

Residential (Beijing)
ϾΩʗ˵ԕΔਂ
The Reflections
ᇂ้ਦ
The Urban Town
̡Ԉdeɩᔪ
Beijing A-Z Town
˵ԕA-Z Town
Upper East Side
ඈͮɐ
The Interwest
˚ႍے
Vancouver Forest
ใࡐജ׳
Residential (outside Beijing)
ϾΩʗ˵ԕ˞̔Δਂ
Tianjin Butchart Garden
ʨݛᗸၕ٦
Wuxi Gentle House
ಲ።ࠖཇ֚
Chengdu A-Z Town
ιA-Z Town
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Αᚋ౨ʑc̯එ྆ᏪพᔾݯɁ̵ྫྷ353,526,000
ʏɀཌྷཌྷʒαiɁ̵ྫྷ177,654,000ʏe̯ʔ̇
ᚬऩܛτɁᎶЌึСݯɁ̵ྫྷ101,797,000ʏ
ɀཌྷཌྷʒαiɁ̵ྫྷ86,738,000ʏc̯ʔ̇ᚬ
ऩܛτɁᎶЌึС့߮ؿҰٖึСਥ̯ᚫᑁ
ݯɁ̵ྫྷ5.02ʗɀཌྷཌྷʒαiɁ̵ྫྷ5.05ʗe
ࣂcԑผҺᘪɺݢೕ࿀ϭɀཌྷཌྷȼαʒ˂ɍ
Ɋˀ˅ʒ˂౨ංؿɻ౨ٖࢠe

ਕᅢιᐜ

Approximate contracted
sales area
ลᖋ
ሻਕࠍዶ
(sq.m.)
̡ʿϝ

Approximate
average contracted
selling price
ลᖋ
ሻਕяძ
(RMB/sq.m.)
Ɂ̵ྫྷþ̡ʿϝ

Approximate
contracted
sales revenue
ลᖋ
ሻਕᐢνɃ
(RMB’000)
Ɂ̵ྫྷɝʏ

136,677

15,637

2,137,210

14,678

23,150

339,790

26,558

16,194

430,090

28,449

12,634

359,430

50,996

15,994

815,640

2,361

19,627

46,340

13,635

10,702

145,920

151,202

5,490

830,110

64,947

5,520

358,520

22,195

4,957

110,030

64,060

5,644

361,560
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ਕᅢιᐜᙩ

PROPERTY SALES PERFORMANCE
(Continued)

Project
ඖ͌

Office
ᄘΥᅢʗ
The Interwest
˚ႍے
Commercial
ਆพʗ
North Ring Center
˵ɻʶ
Car park space
ӹϽʗ
The Interwest
˚ႍے
Beijing World Centre
˵ԕਝɻʶ
North Ring Center
˵ɻʶ
Total
߮

Approximate contracted
sales area
ลᖋ
ሻਕࠍዶ
(sq.m.)
̡ʿϝ

Approximate
average contracted
selling price
ลᖋ
ሻਕяძ
(RMB/sq.m.)
Ɂ̵ྫྷþ̡ʿϝ

Approximate
contracted
sales revenue
ลᖋ
ሻਕᐢνɃ
(RMB’000)
Ɂ̵ྫྷɝʏ

12,502

17,392

217,440

12,502

17,392

217,440

347

25,418

8,820

347

25,418

8,820

25,311

5,067

128,260

15,648

4,430

69,320

9,552

6,120

58,460

111

4,324

480

326,039

In the first half of 2007, total contracted sales area of the Group,
together with its joint controlled entities and associated
companies, amounted to approximately 326,039 sq.m., up by
72% over approximately 189,700 sq.m. in the corresponding
period of last year. Among which, the contracted sales area of
residential projects was about 287,900 sq.m., representing 88%
of the total contracted sales area. Total contracted sales revenue
was approximately RMB3.32 billion, an increase of 64% over
RMB 2.02 billion in the corresponding period of last year. The
contracted sales revenue for residential projects was
approximately RMB2.97 billion, accounting for 89% of the total
contracted sales revenue. The average contracted selling price
of the Group’s residential properties in Beijing amounted to
approximately RMB15,637 per sq.m., representing an increase
of 41% as compared to the average contracted selling price of
RMB11,092 per sq.m. in the corresponding period of last year.

3,321,840

ɀཌྷཌྷȼαɐ˸αc̯එ྆ʥԯᏪʔ̇dᐲᏪ
ʔ̇ਕᅢᖋᐢࠍዶ326,039̡ʿϝcˈ˾α
౨189,700̡ʿϝcᄈٽ72%eԯɻϾΩᖋሻ
ਕࠍዶ287,900̡ʿϝcЌᐢᖋሻਕࠍዶؿ
88%eඑ྆ᖋሻਕᐢᔾɁ̵ྫྷ33.2ყʏcˈ
˾α౨Ɂ̵ྫྷ20.2ყʏcᄈٽ64%eԯɻϾ
ΩᖋሻਕټᔾɁ̵ྫྷ29.7ყʏcЌᐢᖋሻ
ਕࠍዶؿ89%eඑ྆Ε˵ԕΔਂඖ͌ؿᖋሻਕ
яძ༠Ɂ̵ྫྷ15,637ʏþ̡ʿϝcˈ˾α౨
ؿᖋሻਕяძɁ̵ྫྷ11,092ʏþ̡ʿϝᄈٽ
41%e
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During the period, the Group launched a number of new projects,
including Chengdu A-Z Town and Wuxi Gentle House. All of these
projects recorded remarkable sales performance with their
outstanding community planning, remarkable construction
quality, defined market positioning and harmonious living culture.
Meanwhile, other projects like The Reflections, Beijing A-Z Town,
The Urban Town, The Interwest, Upper East Side, Vancouver
Forest and Tianjin Butchart Garden, also achieved prominent
sales capitalizing on their unique edges. Therefore, the Group
achieved breakthrough in many aspects, with total contracted
sales revenue and total contracted sales area reaching historical
high. The excellent results demonstrated a stage of returns for
the Group after years of development.

౨ʑcඑ྆ᙩઐˮؿιA-Z Towndಲ።ࠖ
ཇ֚೩ณඖ͌ንᔄӞਂمؿஃིdˮଠۺؿዾ
ۂሔd၀ๅ۪ؿʸցϽd൙ਂمؿɁʼ೩
ॖሔՇԷൕࡼؿᆅईুઇcӾᆅሒeࣂcᇂ
้ਦd˵ԕA-Z Townd̡Ԉdeɩᔪd˚ႍےd
ඈͮɐdใࡐജ׳dʨݛᗸၕ٦೩܃ᙩઐ
ᆚඖ͌ڬንᔄɺᒾᄈ൬ؿඖ͌බϤܛᙩᆅሒc
ߎԚඑ྆౨ʑሻਕˮଊȿࠔᙺֲؿᄈٽcಲሃᖋ
ሻਕᐢټᔾdᑹܰᖋሻਕᐢࠍዶcя౨
ณঢ়c͐ܭടඑ྆༦Λα१०܃ɰնүɃν
ᖆ౨e

•

g

Chengdu A-Z Town is located at a prime location at the
junction of East Second Ring Road and Construction Road
in Chengdu, with the west facing the Sha River of pleasant
view, the project is situated at the commercial district of
Construction Road, which is the traditional commercial
area packed with shopping malls and supermarkets.
Since the opening of the sales office of Chengdu A-Z Town
on 8th April 2007, it has received enthusiastic market
attention. On 27th May 2007, the first launch day of sale,
there were over thousand of prospective customers
competing for purchases. As at 30th June 2007, 694
units were sold, recording a contracted sales revenue of
approximately RMB360 million. Current contracted
selling price is 28% higher than that on the first launch
day. Chengdu A-Z Town is the first “Urban high-density
integrated community” development concept of the
Group being replicated successfully in region outside
Beijing. The concept of “An all-round city inside city”
applying to the integrated community has been well
recognized by the market and thus enhanced the brand
awareness of the Group. It provided valuable experience
to the Group in respect of replication of such property
development concept outside Beijing.
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ιA-Z TownϽכιᐥജؿɀ༏ၤ
ۺஉ༏ވ͚ؿ୮cϹᐽࠓౡӞᗫؿҳ،c
ΔଉϽສ൙cӸ୮ඨۺஉ༏ਆਜcΈ
ɣਆd൚̟ၙඑכϊcԮτӪΡؿਆพ
eιA-Z Townඖ͌ਕᅢ୮Ϭɀཌྷཌྷ
ȼα̒˂Ʉˀྦྷ̔˞יԞcȹقՇԷ̟
ؿᆅੱᗐ؇eɀཌྷཌྷȼαʄ˂ɀɊȼˀ
ᆚʨˮଊɝɁญᑪؿࠍc࿀ϭɀཌྷ
ཌྷȼαʒ˂ɍɊˀ˅cୃ߮ᖋ694ࡨcୃ
߮ᖋټᔾɁ̵ྫྷ3.6ყʏe͌کᖋძ
ࣟၤᆚᖋძࣟˈޚτ28%ؿᄈٽeι
A-Z Townඖ͌ܰඑ̟྆ঢ়۹ᇲم
ਂଐۂᇃΕ˵ԕΔਂ˞̔ᇲႇؿȹඖ
͌cA-Z Town̟ےؿ৹ɻʶd́ͲݠᏎ
ॗؿ၃ਂمଉ֨ɰԷȿمผؿᄤ؟
ႏ˿cτࢽొঢ়ȿඑ྆ۂؿಶكΊ۹cݯ
ଐۂᇃؿଔΔᇲႇɮАዶୃȿᗸൔ
e

Management Discussion and Analysis
ဳଉᄙদሃၤʗ
•

Wuxi Gentle House is located at a mid-to-high end
residential district in Wuxi City, neighbouring the
Xinxingtang River. It is adjacent to downtown with
convenient transport access and close proximity to “Tianyi
Secondary School”, the key secondary school in Wuxi.
With a crystal-clear lake in new moon shape spreading
10,000 sq.m. and an extensive network of water flow,
the project enjoys an eco-friendly living environment. As
each unit of the villas is built with a balcony garden, it is
like living in town house with high privacy mingled with
nature. With a wide view design, the high-rise apartments
of the project fully enjoy the surrounding green
environment and water scenery. The project was first
launched in April 2007 and has been exceptionally well
received since then. As at 30th June 2007, an aggregate
of 187 units were sold with total contracted sales of
approximately RMB110 million.

g

ಲ።ࠖཇ֚ඖ͌Ӹ୮ಲ።̟ɻঢ়ᏌϾΩ
එɻΔਂc၇ൎณጙ،c၇ሱ̟ਂc͚
  ڏС c ˈ ሱ ಲ ። ̟ ࠇ ᒨ ɻ ነʨ ȹ ɻ
ነcਂمʑτ1ຒ̡ʿϝ˂ˑێကಙࠍ
Ϲၸ⥣ؿɁɮ،cֈϾྊ́ྸֱ
Ɂeඖ͌ؿ٦්ָݗҰᄙҰʸτᚉၣ٦
්cၤϬಳጪcӝֲঢ়cֈϾۂሔઅ
ٶtown houseeඖ͌ؿঢ়ᄙʔఓᓳؿਂم
࣏ʶ၆ʝˋౡખ̠c̔ێஉ߮ᓯᅳݚ
࿑c഼ਟᒏcᜑֈϾّɣࠉ۹ΔԔՇ
ਂم̔۩ؿౡᜮeඖ͌כɀཌྷཌྷȼα
̒˂̳βᆚcՇԷ̟ؿᆅईুઇe࿀
ϭɀཌྷཌྷȼαʒ˂ɍɊˀ˅cୃ߮ᖋͳ
187ࡨcୃ߮ᖋټᔾɁ̵ྫྷ1.1ყʏe

•

The Group’s other projects also achieved prominent sales
capitalizing on their unique edges. Located next to the
largest aquatic park, Yu Yuan Tan, The Reflections is a
luxurious residential project. With royal living culture as
the design theme, the project realized the modern living
concept of “urban lifestyle in a greenery environment”.
The project is continuously well-received by the market.
The “Real Estate Market under the Background of
Globalization - BCL/ MIT (Massachusetts Institute of
Technology) Summit” held in June 2007 further
enhanced the brand awareness. Positioned as a new
urban integrated project in the “Central Administrative
Region”, The Interwest will encompass office,
commercial, residential, hotel and club house properties
at one location. It has long been the much sought after
property by institutions, business entities and private
owners. Capitalizing on its prime location, easily
accessible transportation network, wide array of product
types and outstanding architectural quality, Urban Town
has received wide recognition from different tiers of
customers and recorded enthusiastic sales performance.

g

එ྆܃ᙩઐᆚඖ͌ڬንᔄɺᒾᄈ൬ؿඖ͌
බϤܛᙩᆅሒeᇂ้ਦА̽׳්ࡼޒݯ
૦ᅵघؿज़ӝΩc˞ࡼޒֈϾʼʝ˚ݯ
ᕀc˨ʗଊȿ൬̟ےڬdᒔڬʔ්ؿ
ଊˤֈϾଉ֨cնୄܛړᆅሻྸرcҡܰ
ንᔄɀཌྷཌྷȼαʒ˂ᐾፒͲؿଈʝ߇ౡɎ
ؿΔଐᜮzzࠖສพၤௌޘଉɮঢ়ࢋሃ
ኋ೩ȹԒͶొ৽ݠঢ়ȿۂಶؿᄧᚊɈcι
˵ݯԕϹΔਂঢ়ᏌᅢᆚؿˤٲɾАeց
Ͻכɻ̕ؿਂ৻ܧณ̟ےێ၃˚ؿ
ႍےඖ͌cඑᄘΥᅢdਆพdϾΩdৈ
֙dผֺ೩˲ॶݯȹcնୄܰዀᗐdͬ
พ௰ϽӝɁສพ۪ʸুؿઇذพe̡
Ԉdeɩᔪԗቌ൙ؿΔଉϽສcڏઆ͚ؿ
உܪcΛᄙωؿଐۂᗘێcӞۺؿዾ
ۂሔcᏵȿɺᄙωࣱّؿঢ়۹ႏ
cնୄ୮כᆅሻྸرe
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During the period, the Group achieved new development in its
project marketing. Chengdu A-Z Town was a case replicating
the successful formula of Beijing A-Z Town with some new
marketing tactics applied. This has not only reinforced the A-Z
Town brand but also provided valuable marketing experience
for replication of A-Z Town project’s success to other places.

౨ʑcඑ྆ΕΈඖ͌ϷሻؿԾʿࠍɌτณؿ൬
ࢄeιA-Z Townඖ͌Εᐢ˵ԕA-Z Townඖ͌
ؿι˲ϷሻਥᓣɐcɺᒾઐஹˮณcੀA-Z
Townؿඖ͌ۂಶొঢ়Էȿȹณؿᄙωcࣂc
ɖݯA-Z Townඖ͌ΕԯˢΔਂؿᇲႇొԜؿᗸൔ
ؿe

In the second half of 2007, the Group will continue to implement
effective measures and enhance the launch of sales in order to
sustain the strong momentum and enter a sales peak.

ɀཌྷཌྷȼαɎ˸αcඑ྆ੀઔՅΛိϷɾτࢽؿ
ઉܪc૯Ƀઐ৽Έඖ͌ؿሻਕɮАcܛړԎೕࢄ
͌کӪΡؿሻਕබcٴԞඑ྆ؿሻਕঢ়ࢋ౨e

PROPERTY DEVELOPMENT

ೕࢄذพ

During the period under review, the Group together with its jointly
controlled entities and associated companies completed the
development of The Interwest, with a total gross floor area
(“GFA”) of approximately 107,200 sq.m.

̯එ྆ʥԯᏪʔ̇dᐲᏪʔ̇౨ʑ˚ѧɮؿ
ඖ͌ܰ˚ႍےcลໃιᐢۺዾࠍዶ107,200̡
ʿϝe

Development project completed in the first half of 2007
כɀཌྷཌྷȼαɐ˸αໃιɾೕࢄඖ͌

Project name
ඖ͌Ίီ

Type
ᗘП

The Interwest
˚ႍے

Residential
ϾΩ

The second half of 2007 will be a peak season of project
completion by the Group. The major expected completed projects
are The Reflections, phase I of The Urban Town, phase II & III
of Beijing A-Z Town, phase I of Beijing World Centre, phase III of
Upper East Side, The Interwest, phases II & III of Tianjin Butchart
Garden and phase I of Wuxi Gentle House, with a total completed
GFA of approximately 1.16 million sq.m..
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Approximate
completed GFA
ลໃιᐢۺዾࠍዶ
(sq.m.)
̡ʿϝ

107,200

Interests
Attributable
by BCL
ࠖສพᎶЌᚬऩ

50%

ɀཌྷཌྷȼαɎ˸αc̯එ྆ੀٴԞඖ͌ໃιؿঢ়
ࢋ౨cད౨ໃι߬˚ؿඖ͌ܰᇂ้ਦc̡Ԉde
ɩᔪȹ౨c˵ԕA-Z Townɀdɍ౨c˵ԕਝɻ
ʶȹ౨cඈͮɐɍ౨c˚ႍےcʨݛᗸၕ٦
ɀdɍ౨cಲ።ࠖཇ֚ȹ౨೩ඖ͌cลໃι
ᐢۺዾࠍዶ116ຒ̡ʿϝe

Management Discussion and Analysis
ဳଉᄙদሃၤʗ
HOTEL OPERATIONS

ৈ֙พ৻

During the period, the two hotels owned by the Group were
significantly strengthened in terms of operation management.
For Inter-Continental Financial Street Beijing, operating revenue
amounted to nearly RMB64,192,000, posting a year-on-year
increase of 45%. The average occupancy rate was about 62%
as compared with the same period of last year. The Holiday Inn
Central Plaza Beijing maintained robust growth and operating
revenue achieved RMB50,892,000, increased by 14% from
same period in 2006, with an average occupancy rate
approaching 71% as compared with the same period of last year.

౨ʑcඑ྆ኟτؿԭৈ֙ΕᏪဳଉɐяՅ
ᛷടొؿঢ়eټጪഷݘৈ֙ؿᏪพνɃɁ̵
ྫྷ64,192,000ʏcˈ˾α౨ᄈٽ45%c̡яɃ
Ͼଅ62%eɻˀৈ֙ؿᏪԗᓿܛړɐʠ
බcᏪพνɃɁ̵ྫྷ50,892,000ʏcˈ˾α
౨ᄈٽ14%c̡яɃϾଅ71%e

LAND BANK

ɠΔௐ

Under the 3(X+Y) expansion strategy, the Group continued to
increase its land bank in the period with a focus on the
development of three strategic regions, namely Bohai Rim,
southwest China and Yangtze River Delta Region. With the
additional 3 new projects acquired in Tianjin, Chengdu and
Shenyang, land bank of the Group increased by approximately
1.48 million sq.m. The newly acquired land bank sites will all be
used for residential properties development with some land
portions for ancillary commercial use.

౨ʑcඑ྆Ε3(X+Y)ؿᒷਜ਼ኝܞኒɎcၙರ
ಘࣵdϹڲdٽɍӯኝਂਟcɺᒾᒷ˨එ྆ؿ
ɠΔௐcΕʨݛdιdᓍඈᏵՅ3ณඖ͌c
ณᄈɠΔௐ148ຒ̡ʿϝeณᄈɠΔௐݯޑ
ϾΩ͂Δcڃʗࡨਆพ͂Δe

As at 30th June 2007, the Group’s land bank, when fully
developed, amounted to a total GFA of approximately 6.50 million
sq.m. In terms of geographical distribution, 35.5%, 15.1%,
12.3%, 22.1%, 5.1% and 9.9% of land are located in Beijing,
Tianjin, Chengdu, Shenyang, Wuxi and Taiyuan respectively. In
terms of land use, approximately 86.7%, 4.8%, 5.7% and 2.8%
will be developed into residential, commercial, office properties
and hotel respectively. The existing land bank is sufficient for
the Group’s development for the next three to four years.

࿀ϭɀཌྷཌྷȼαʒ˂ɍɊˀ˅cඑ྆ኟτؿɠΔ
ௐ˿ۺᅢࠍࠍዶݯ650ຒ̡ʿϝeਂਟʗЗ
ޜc˵ԕЌ35.5%cʨݛЌ15.1%cιЌ
12.3%c ᓍ ඈ Ќ 22.1%c ಲ ። Ќ 5.1%ʥ ʪ ࡈ Ќ
9.9%hɠΔᗘێʗc86.7%ݯϾΩ͂Δc
4.8%ݯਆพ͂Δc5.7%ݯᄘΥᅢ͂Δc2.8%ݯৈ
֙͂ΔeଊτؿɠΔௐӷ˞ӷʔ̰̇Ԟɍϭ
̒αؿೕࢄ߬e

ࠖສพٖͫτࠉʔ̇ ɀཌྷཌྷȼαɻ౨ంй
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•

In March 2007, the Group acquired the Tianjin Binhai
New District Residential Project. Being the Group’s
second property development project in Tianjin, it has a
planned GFA of approximately 530,000 sq.m. It is only
about 2 km from the Tanggu Exit of Beijing-Tianjin-Tanggu
Expressway and is located at the entrance of the Binhai
New District. With its prime location and high accessibility,
the project is well-poised for the development of a highend community as its peripheral communities are fairly
well-developed. Positioned as a high-end property project
with international standards, it will be developed into
mainly multi-storey and mid-to-high-rise buildings to
establish its core market position as the high-end
residential property in the Binhai New District of Tianjin.
It is expected to be launched in 2008.

g

ɀཌྷཌྷȼαɍ˂cඑ྆༦νᑪʿβՅ
ʨݛᏛࣵณਂඖ͌cඖ͌ܰඑ྆Εʨݛ
ؿɀඖ͌cஃིᐢۺዾࠍዶ53ຒ̡
ʿϝeඖ͌Ͻכ،˵༏͓͚ኽؿϹ˵
ӯc൝ԕݛঢ়ʔ༏؍ˮɟ2ʔԈc
ܰ൬ɃᏛࣵณਂپؿʸeඖ͌ΔଉϽສ
൙c͚ڈڏСc՚ᖾਂمೕࢄ༖ݯι
ᆃcԮௐ̨ঢ়ဲͧૈਂمcඖ͌ஃིଐ
ۂੀ˞Λᄙɩঢ়˚ݯcടɈ̨ιԮτ
ਝۂሔؿঢ়ဲᅢᆚcᆢ͓ԯʨݛᏛࣵณ
ਂঢ়ᏌϾΩ࣏ؿʶΔϽeඖི͌߮כɀ
ཌྷཌྷɄαਕe

•

In May 2007, the Group successfully acquired the Shengli
Village Project in Chengdu at a consideration of about
RMB 428 million. Being the Group’s second property
development project in Chengdu, it has a site area and
planned GFA of approximately 78,000 sq.m. and 440,000
sq.m. respectively. It is planned to develop into mid-end
residential properties with approximately 3,500 small-tomid size units and ancillary facilities such as commercial
area and kindergarten. The project is conveniently
located, adjacent to the Chengyu Flyover along the East
Third Ring Road, neighboring main expressways and
Qianyumu City Garden. The area is also well equipped
with ancillary facilities including sports centers,
supermarkets and surrounded by renowned education
institutes such as Sichuan Education College (“SEC”),
SEC Secondary School and SEC Primary School. All these
are great attractions to the middle class in Chengdu. The
site is thus ideal for mid-end residential project
development. The project is scheduled for sale in 2008.

g

ɀཌྷཌྷȼαʄ˂cඑ྆༦ʔ͚מʿβ
ι˲ՅιСҦඖ͌cι͚ძɁ̵
ྫྷ4.28ყʏeඖ͌ܰඑ྆Ειؿɀ
ඖ͌cЌΔ7.8ຒ̡ʿϝcஃིᐢۺዾ
ࠍዶ44ຒ̡ʿϝcི߮ೕࢄ3,500ං˞
ɻɩʸؿ˚ݯێɻᏌϾΩ௰ϽcႤ˞ȹց
ؿਆพd̢ຕ්೩ࡨஉܪeඖ͌Ͻכ
ɍ༏ιಣ͓͚ኽ̔৯c၇ሱ͚˚෦
༞ʥɝङ̟ےʔ්c՚ᖾ༜৽ɻʶd൚
̟೩́ݠࡨஉܪღͲcԎτ̒ɭᆲɣ
ነdɭڃɻdɭڃɩ೩ΛֺΊ࣎ݯ
ЂcྦྷιɻଐɁɡτ۾ੜؿмʵɈcݯ
ೕࢄɻᏌϾΩؿଉ͂Δeད߮ᅢᆚכɀ
ཌྷཌྷɄαਕe
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ဳଉᄙদሃၤʗ
•

In June 2007, the Group successfully acquired the
Shenyang Shenying Road Residential Project at a
consideration of approximately RMB770 million. Being
the Group’s second property development project in
Shenyang, it has a site area of approximately 180,000
sq.m. and planned GFA of approximately 510,000 sq.m..
The project is conveniently located between the Second
Ring Road South and the Third Ring Road South, being
the vital passage in linking the Hannan New District and
the old city district. It is easily accessible with just 15minute drive from airport and adjacent to metro station,
and hence suitable for development into middle to highend residential project. Following the rapid growth in
Shenyang, the surrounding area of the project site has
gradually been well-equipped with ancillary facilities such
as computer city, fashion street, large shopping malls,
office buildings, entertainment and dining area, park,
education institutes and the branch venue for the coming
2008 Olympic Games - the Shenyang Olympic Sports
Center. The site is thus very suitable for development of
mid to high-end residential properties. The project is
scheduled for sale in 2008.

g

ɀཌྷཌྷȼαʒ˂cඑ྆༦ʔ͚מʿβ
ι˲ՅᓍඈᓍᏪ༏ϾΩඖ͌cι͚ძ
Ɂ̵ྫྷ7.7ყʏeඖ͌ܰඑ྆Εᓍඈؿ
ɀඖ͌cЌΔ18ຒ̡ʿϝcஃིᐢۺ
ዾࠍዶ51ຒ̡ʿϝeඖ͌Ͻכᓍඈڲ
ɀ༏ၤڲɍ༏ɾංcܰடઅತڲณਂ
ၤϢ̟ਂ߬ؿΔc൝ዀ15ʗᘸӹೡc˘
၇ሱΔᚁॎc͚̒Ʉ༠cڈሬೕ
ࢄɻঢ়ᏌϾΩe፭ടᓍඈ̟҄ؿᒷਜ਼c
ඖ͌՚ᖾਂਟࡨஉܪɰˀᑭѧഁcཋ
ےdרഷdɣێਆdᄘΥᅢdᅥᎁ
ඝdʔ්dઠөዀ࿚೩ȹᎶ࠭ͲcЩੀι
ݯɀཌྷཌྷɄෙ༜ʗผؿᓍඈෙɻʶɖ
Ͻכඖ͌՚ᖾਂਟeད߮כɀཌྷཌྷɄα
ਕe

EMPLOYEES

ࡗɮ

As at 30th June 2007, the Group had a total of 487 full-time
employees, representing an increase of approximately 13.8%
when compared with 428 employees at the end of 2006. During
the period, the Group organized on-site training and online
courses for management staff with total training attendance
reaching 1,502. Furthermore, the Group launched a “Human
Capital and Business Performance System Enhancement
Scheme” with an aim to strengthen the overall management
standard of the Group.

כɀཌྷཌྷȼαʒ˂ɍɊˀcඑ྆ͳາτ487ΊͲᓻ
ࡗ ɮ c ၤ ɀ ཌྷ ཌྷ ʒ α ֛  428Ɂ  ˈ ޚc ᄈ ˱ 
13.8%e౨ʑcඑ྆༦ଊফ၉ɐᇾೡؿʿ
βྦྷඑ྆ဳଉɁࡗྡྷܪȿ1,502Ɂωؿফe
ࣂcඑ྆ɰઢ৽ɁɈ༅̯ၤᐜࢽӡʝඖ
͌cοΕ൬ȹүొঢ়එ྆ؿኬဳଉˋๅe
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ဳଉᄙদሃၤʗ
REVIEW AND PROSPECTS

Αᚋʥࢄશ

During the period, the China economy maintained robust and
steady growth while residents’ income showed rapid increase.
Amidst such favorable environment, China’s GDP in the first half
of 2007 amounted to RMB10,676.8 billion, representing a yearon-year growth of 11.5%. Overall consumer price level recorded
a year-on-year growth of 3.2%, with the growth rate 1.9
percentage points higher than that of the same period last year.
During the first half of the year, the growth of per capita
disposable income of urban citizens reached RMB7,052, with
an actual growth of 14.2%, after taking into account of the pricing
factor. The growth represented a 4 percentage points increase
when compared with that in the same period last year. As the
macro-economy experienced stable and rapid growth under the
sustainable influence of the macro-economic measures, China’s
property market continued to achieve stable growth. During the
first half of the year, the investment of property development in
the PRC increased 28.5% to reach RMB988.7 billion, 4.3
percentage points higher than that of the same period in the
previous year. The property selling prices in 70 medium to large
cities increased by 7.1%, representing a growth of 1.3 percentage
points in growth rate over that of the corresponding period in
2006. In view of the rapid growth of macro economy, rising
income and the healthy development of the real estate market,
it is expected that the selling price of residential properties will
remain at high levels in the future, driving the continuous growth
in housing demand.

౨ʑcɻਝᏜԗᓿ҄ᖇցᄈٽdֈ̵˿ʻ
νɃ͛Ӿᄈ˱eɀཌྷཌྷȼαɐ˸αcɻਝਝʑ
́ଐᐢࠤݯɁ̵ྫྷ106,768ყʏcˈᄈٽ
11.5%hֈ̵ࣱძࣟˈɐ3.2%cఝˈɐ
α౨ɐʠ1.9ϛʗᒨeےᔪֈ̵Ɂя˿ʻν
ɃݯɁ̵ྫྷ7,052ʏcκძࣟΐॖcྡྷᄈٽ
14.2%cᄈఝঢ়˾כα౨4ϛʗᒨeԗপѩᜮ
Ꮬ̡ؿᖇ҄ᄈٽcԎΕѩᜮሁઁܧ೪ܛؿᙩ
А͂ɎcɻਝָΔଐܛړᖇցᄈٽѫࠍeɀཌྷཌྷ
ȼαɐ˸αcɻਝָΔଐೕҙ༅Ɂ̵ྫྷ9,887ყ
ʏcᄈٽ28.5%cˈɐα౨˱҄4.3ϛʗᒨe
70ɣɻָ̟ے۰ሻਕძࣟˈɐ7.1%cఝ
ˈ˾α౨ొঢ়1.3ϛʗᒨeΕѩᜮᏜ҄ᄈ
ٽdνɃˋๅɺᒾొঢ়˞ʥָΔଐ̟৪ೕࢄ
ؗੱؿɾɎcད̰߮ԞؿϾΩძࣟᑹੀܛᙩӶ
ঢ়cԎ৽ɁࠨؿϾΩᑪൕұᘗᙩᄈٽe
༅ࢿԞiਝࡼ߮ѫ

(Source: National Bureau of Statistics)

During the first half of 2007, the GDP of Beijing reached
RMB406.43 billion, representing a year-on-year growth of 12.1%.
Its GDP growth ranked high among the top cities of China.
Currently, Beijing’s tertiary industry which is mainly driven by
modern service industry, real estate industry and high technology
industry demonstrated rapid growth and sustainable growth
momentum. In the first half of 2007, per capita disposable
income of urban residents in Beijing reached RMB11,242,
representing a year-on-year growth of 14.7% and was higher
than the GDP growth rate of 12.1%. This showed that the
purchasing power of residents in Beijing continued to surge.
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ɀཌྷཌྷȼαɐ˸αc˵ԕ̟ྡྷଊΔਂ́ଐᐢࠤݯ
Ɂ̵ྫྷ4,064.3ყʏcˈᄈٽ12.1%cఝʋಳ
ΕͲਝΊͶߒکe͌˵کԕ˞ଊˤ৻רพdָΔ
ଐϷพdঢ়Ҍଐพݯ᎘ؿɍଐพ҄ᄈٽ
Ԏτܛᙩೕࢄڰ܃eɀཌྷཌྷȼαɐ˸αc˵ԕے
̟ֈ̵Ɂя˿ʻνɃɁ̵ྫྷ11,242ʏcˈᄈ
ٽ14.7%cঢ়כ12.1%ؿΔਂ́ଐᐢࠤᄈٽcᛷ͐
˵ԕֈ̵ؿᑪൕɈʋঢ়ᄈٽe

Management Discussion and Analysis
ဳଉᄙদሃၤʗ
During the first half of 2007, the growth in the investment of
property development in Beijing slowed down while construction
area of commodity housing mildly increased. This has resulted
in the continuous reduction in new construction area and sales
area of commodity housing. As the imbalance in supply still
existed, property price index remained high. Based on the leading
indicators of real estate development, the supply of commodity
housing in Beijing will apparently remain tight in future.

ɐ˸αc˵ԕָ̟Δଐೕҙ༅ᄈיᇅcਆۂ
ָܪɮࠍዶɩఝᄈٽcᄧᚊ̰Ԟ̟Ԝؿณ
ɮࠍዶܛᙩɎࠌcਆָۂሻਕࠍዶᘗᙩɎࠌeͅ
̟כԜ࿚͍ޝԗಳޯˮcָ۰ሻਕძࣟܞ
ᅕʋಳঢ়Ͻ༜ϷeȹӡͶָΔଐೕͱؿϷܞ
ᅟޜc˵ԕؿਆָۂԜΕ̰Ԟȹࣂݒංʑৱ၇
ྸබעᛷe

Completed investment of property development in Beijing
amounted to RMB70.99 billion in the first half of 2007, posting
a year-on-year increase of 10.9%, which was 9.9 percentage
points lower than that of last year. Growth of investment in
commodity residential properties also reduced. Completed
investment in commodity residential properties amounted to
RMB36.53 billion during the first half of 2007, representing a
year-on-year increase of 9.5%, which was 21.6 percentage points
lower than the growth for the same period of last year.

ɀཌྷཌྷȼαɐ˸αc˵ԕ̟ѧιָΔଐೕҙ༅
Ɂ̵ྫྷ709.9ყʏcˈɐα౨ᄈٽ10.9%cҙ༅
ᔾᄈఝˈΑໃ9.9ϛʗᒨhਆۂϾΩҙ༅ᄈఝ
үΑໃcɐ˸αcϾΩѧιҙ༅Ɂ̵ྫྷ365.3ყ
ʏcˈ˾α౨ᄈٽ9.5%cᄈఝˈΑໃ21.6
ϛʗᒨe

In the first half of 2007, construction area for commodity housing
in Beijing increased by 3.1% to 83.901 million sq.m. when
compared with the corresponding period of last year while new
construction area for commodity housing amounted to 9.708
million sq.m., representing a year-on-year decrease of 25.8%.
Completed construction area of commodity housing in Beijing
amounted to 9.59 million sq.m., representing an increase of
20.1% over the same period in 2006, in which completed
construction area of residential properties amounted to 7.311
million sq.m., up 26% as compared with the corresponding
period of last year.

ɀཌྷཌྷȼαɐ˸αc˵ԕ̟ਆܪָۂɮࠍዶ༠Է
8,390.1ຒ̡ʿϝcˈ˾α౨ᄈٽ3.1%hԯɻc
̯αณɮࠍዶ970.8ຒ̡ʿϝcɎࠌ25.8%eਆ
 ָ ۂ೨ ɮ ࠍ ዶ 959 ຒ ̡ ʿ ϝ c ˈ ɐ α  ౨ ᄈ ˱
20.1%hԯɻϾΩ೨ɮࠍዶ731.1ຒ̡ʿϝcˈ˾
α౨ᄈ˱26%e

In the first six months of 2007, areas of commodity housing
sold in Beijing reached 8.648 million sq.m., down 27% when
compared with the corresponding period of the previous year.
Sales area of commodity residential housing amounted to 6.923
million sq.m.. Selling price of housing of the capital city posted
a year-on-year increase of 9.5%. Among which, selling price of
residential properties increased 10%, when compared with the
same period of last year.

ɀཌྷཌྷȼαɐ˸αc˵ԕ̟ਆָۂሻਕࠍዶ864.8
ຒ̡ʿϝcˈ˾α౨Ɏࠌ27%hԯɻcਆۂϾ
Ωሻਕࠍዶݯ692.3ຒ̡ʿϝeָ۰ሻਕძࣟˈ
ɐ9.5%cԯɻϾΩሻਕძࣟˈɐ10%e
༅ࢿԞi˵ԕ̟߮ѫ

(Sources: Beijing Municipal Bureau of Statistics)
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Management Discussion and Analysis
ဳଉᄙদሃၤʗ
For the first six months of 2007, the property markets of the
cities where the Group has established presence, including
Tianjin, Chengdu, Shenyang, Wuxi and Taiyuan, showed rapid
or stable development against the backdrop of the steadily
growing China real estate industry.

ɀཌྷཌྷȼαɐ˸αcΕɻਝָΔଐᖇցᄈؿٽɣ
ѫɎcඑ྆൬Ƀؿʨݛdιdᓍඈdಲ።dʪ
ࡈϾΩ̟яеଊֶ҄dֶ̡ᖇؿೕࢄྸබe

Investment, construction and sales in Tianjin property market
maintained robust growth. During the first half of 2007,
completed property investment accumulated to RMB23.23
billion, representing a year-on-year growth of 24.8%. The new
construction area grew by 17% to 41.618 million sq.m., of which
new construction area for residential properties accounted for
22.59 million sq.m., up 16.3% when compared with the same
period of last year.

ʨָݛΔଐ̟ؿҙ༅dۺஉሻਕܛړ༖҄
۹ᄈٽeɀཌྷཌྷȼαɐ˸αcָΔଐೕҙ༅ୃ
߮ѧιɁ̵ྫྷ232.3ყʏcˈᄈٽ24.8%eָ۰
ܪɮࠍዶ4,161.8ຒ̡ʿϝcˈᄈٽ17%cԯɻ
ϾΩܪɮࠍዶ2,259ຒ̡ʿϝcˈᄈٽ16.3%e

Completed construction area for housing reached 5.024 million
sq.m, posting a decline of 0.5%. Of which completed
construction area for residential properties amounted to 3.634
million sq.m., down 4.1%. Area of commodity housing sold
reached 6.15 million sq.m., up 1.3%. The supply of residential
properties remained tight, driving the increase in selling prices.
During the first half of 2007, sales revenue of commodity housing
increased by 21.7% to RMB32.47 billion while the selling price
of housing increased by 6.6% as compared to the same period
of last year.

ָ۰೨ɮࠍዶ502.4ຒ̡ʿϝcˈɎࠌ0.5%cԯ
ɻϾΩ೨ɮࠍዶ363.4ຒ̡ʿϝcˈɎࠌ4.1%h
ਆָۂሻਕࠍዶ615ຒ̡ʿϝcˈᄈٽ1.3%e
ԜᗐڝԞޜcԜʋಳৱ၇cઐ৽ָძ൬ȹ
үɐeɀཌྷཌྷȼαɐ˸αcਆָۂሻਕνɃɁ
̵ྫྷ324.7ყʏcˈᄈٽ21.7%hָ۰ሻਕძࣟ
ˈɐ6.6%e
༅ࢿԞiʨ̟߮ݛѫ

(Sources: Tianjin Municipal Bureau of Statistics)

In June 2007, Chengdu was officially established as the National
Integrated and Ancillary Reform Trial District. It is expected to
propel the economic and social development of Chengdu,
promoting the long term and healthy development of the local
real estate market. During the first half of 2007, the local
economy of Chengdu experienced rapid development with GDP
increased by 14.4% over the same period of last year to
RMB144.63 billion. Per capita disposable income of urban
residents was RMB7,178, posting a growth of 13.6%. The
property market developed prosperously. During the first four
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ɀཌྷཌྷȼαʒ˂cι̳βਝ৻ᆢ͓Ͳݯਝ
ᘐے൰၃ࡨҝࠎਂcੀ৽ιΔਂ
ᏜdمผΈʿࠍࠍͲؿೕࢄcԎੀઐ৽Δָ
Δଐ̟ٽ౨d৪ؿೕࢄeɀཌྷཌྷȼαɐ˸
αcιᏜ҄ೕࢄcΔਂ́ଐᐢࠤɁ̵ྫྷ
1,446.3ყʏcˈᄈٽ14.4%e̟ےֈ̵Ɂя˿
ʻνɃɁ̵ྫྷ7,178ʏcˈᄈٽ13.6%eָΔ
ଐ̟ೕࢄӾcɀཌྷཌྷȼαࠖ̒˂cָΔଐ
ೕҙ༅Ɂ̵ྫྷ189.3ყʏcˈᄈٽ49%eι
Δਂָ۰ሻਕძࣟˈᄈٽ6.7%cఝ༖˾αొ

Management Discussion and Analysis
ဳଉᄙদሃၤʗ
months of 2007, investment in property development increased
by 49% to RMB18.93 billion. Selling price of housing in Chengdu
grew 6.7% over the same period of last year which was 1.3
percentage points higher than that of 2006, among which selling
price of newly completed residential properties increased by
8.3%, 1.5 percentage points higher than last year, reflecting
enormous upward potential. The demand for residential
properties in the region is expected to further increase, driving
the impressive growth in housing price.

ঢ়1.3ϛʗᒨhԯɻณۺਆۂϾָძࣟˈɐ
8.3%cఝ༖˾αొঢ়1.5ϛʗᒨcࢄ͐ˮȿ̜
ɣؿɐʠᅶɈeད̰߮ԞȹࣂݒංʑcΔਂؿ
ϾΩұᑹੀ൬ȹүᒷɣc̦ಳ৽ָძؿ൬ȹ
үొঢ়e
༅ࢿԞiਝࡼࢠڌɻʶ

(Source: State Information Centre)

Shenyang property market has started to develop rapidly with
ample supply and vibrant sales. During the first five months of
2007, the completed investment in property development was
RMB12.69 billion, representing a growth of 42.9%. Completed
area of land development reached 2.263 million sq.m., up
106.4%, whereas new construction area amounted to 24.754
million sq.m., posting an increase of 6.2% over the same period
of last year. New construction area and completed construction
area of residential properties amounted to 19.033 million sq.m.
and 1.399 million sq.m. respectively, posting year-on-year growth
of 10.6% and 56.3% respectively. Selling price of housing rose
5.1% over 2006, whereas selling price of newly completed
commodity housing grew by 5.4%.

ᓍඈָΔଐ̟նүɃঢ়ೕࢄ߷ؿ༞cԜሻ
ԭלeɀཌྷཌྷȼαࠖʄ˂cͲָ̟Δଐѧιҙ
༅Ɂ̵ྫྷ126.9ყʏcˈᄈٽ42.9%hѧιɠΔ
ೕࠍዶ226.3ຒ̡ʿϝcˈᄈٽ106.4%eָ۰
ܪɮࠍዶ2,475.4ຒ̡ʿϝcˈᄈٽ6.2%cԯɻ
ϾΩܪɮࠍዶ1,903.3ຒ̡ʿϝcˈᄈٽ
10.6%eϾΩ೨ɮࠍዶ139.9ຒ̡ʿϝcˈᄈٽ
56.3%eָ۰ሻਕძࣟɐ5.1%cณۺਆۂϾָ
ძࣟˈɐ5.4%e
༅ࢿԞiਝࡼࢠڌɻʶ

(Source: State Information Centre)

Wuxi posted a GDP of RMB 183.52 billion for the first quarter of
2007, representing a year-on-year increase of 15.4%, excluding
the pricing factor. The per capita disposable income of urban
residents was RMB10,744, up 14.9% when compared with that
of the same period of last year. During the first quarter of 2007,
the property market of Wuxi sustained steady growth. The amount
of completed investment in property development reached
RMB6.01 billion, accounting for 20.8% of the total fixed asset
investment, up 28.60% as compared to the same period last
year. New construction area in urban cities amounted to 2.006
million sq.m., representing a decline of 22.35%. The market
development slowed down in tandem will possibly affect its future
supply. During the first half of 2007, selling price of housing
increased 4.4% over the same period of last year, of which selling
price of newly added commodity housing and secondary
residential properties grew by 3.8% and 5.2% respectively.

ɀཌྷཌྷȼαࠖտ۹cಲ።ྡྷଊΔਂ́ଐᐢࠤɁ̵
ྫྷ1,835.2ყʏcκძࣟΐॖˈᄈٽ15.4%e
̟ےֈ̵Ɂя˿ʻνɃݯɁ̵ྫྷ10,744ʏc
ˈᄈٽ14.9%eಲ።ָΔଐ̟ᖇүೕࢄcࠖտ
۹cͲ̟ѧιָΔଐೕҙ༅Ɂ̵ྫྷ60.1ყʏc
ЌͲمผ՞ց༅ଐҙ༅ؿ20.8ćcˈᄈٽ
28.6%e̟ਂณɮࠍዶ200.6ຒ̡ʿϝcˈɎ
ࠌ22.35%c̟ೕຝۗτֺיᇅcྦྷ̟܃Ԝ
Ꮆੀଐ́ȹցؿᄧᚊeɀཌྷཌྷȼαɐ˸αcಲ።
ָ̟۰ሻਕძࣟˈɐ4.4%cԯɻณۺਆۂϾ
ָძࣟˈɐ3.8%cɀʹϾΩძࣟˈɐ
5.2%e
༅ࢿԞiಲ።̟߮ѫc።ָܞᅕంй

(Source: Wuxi Bureau of Statistics, Wuxi Real Estate Index)
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Management Discussion and Analysis
ဳଉᄙদሃၤʗ
Taiyuan recorded a GDP of RMB57 billion for the first half of
2007, representing a year-on-year increase of 15%. Disposable
income per capital amounted to RMB6,591.9, up 26.6%. During
the first half of 2007, Taiyuan’s property market achieved stable
development as the selling price of housing grew by 4.1% over
that of the previous year, which was 0.2 percentage point higher
than the growth rate in 2006. Selling price of newly completed
commodity residential housing was up 4% while that of
secondary housing increased by 5%.

ɀཌྷཌྷȼαɐ˸αcʪࡈྡྷଊΔਂ́ଐᐢࠤɁ̵
ྫྷ570ყʏcˈ˾α౨ᄈٽ15%eɁя˿ʻν
Ƀ༠ԷɁ̵ྫྷ6,591.9ʏcˈ˾α౨ᄈٽ
26.6%eϾΩ̟еଊ̡ᖇೕࢄѫࠍcָ۰ሻਕძ
ࣟˈ˾α౨ᄈ˱4.1%cఝঢ়˾כα౨0.2
ϛʗᒨeณۺਆָۂϾָძࣟˈᄈٽ4%cɀʹ
ָძࣟˈᄈٽ5%e
༅ࢿԞiʪࡈ̟߮ѫ

(Sources: Taiyuan Bureau of Statistics)
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On 16th January 2007, the State Administration of Taxation
issued the Notice on the Administration of the Settlement of Land
Appreciation Tax of Property Development Enterprises which
came into effect on 1st February 2007. The notice further
enforced administration of the settlement of land appreciation
tax by real estate developers, ensuring the tax to be settled at
the excess progressive tax rate. On 9th April 2007, Beijing Local
Taxation Bureau issued Notice of Beijing Local Taxation Bureau
on the issuance of the Measures for the Administration of the
Settlement of Land Appreciation Tax of Property Development
Enterprises and Notice of Beijing Local Taxation Bureau on the
Assessment Standard of Commodity Residential Land
Appreciation Tax of Property Development Projects. The relevant
authorities shall establish the specific procedures of tax
settlement in accordance with the Notices with reference to the
actual situation and ensure the effective settlement of land
appreciation tax. The Notices also stipulated regulations on the
assessment standard of commodity residential land appreciation
tax of property development projects.

ɀཌྷཌྷȼαȹ˂Ɋʒˀcਝೢᐢѫ၉ॎʔЗᗐכ
ָΔଐೕͬพɠΔᄈࠤೢ့ဳଉτᗐਐᕀؿ
كe߬ұϬɀཌྷཌྷȼαɀ˂ȹˀc൬ȹү˱
ੜָΔଐೕͬพɠΔᄈࠤೢ့ဳଉɮАcੀ
ᗲࣟܘ๑൚ᔾୃ൬ೢଅྦྷɠΔᄈࠤೢ൬Ϸ့e
ɀཌྷཌྷȼα̒˂Ⱦˀc˵ԕΔೢѫʔЗȿ˵ԕ̟
Δʿೢ৻ѫᗐͿכೕָΔଐೕͬพɠΔᄈࠤೢ
့ဳଉፒؒؿك˵ԕ̟Δʿೢ৻ѫᗐכ
ਆۂϾΩɠΔᄈࠤೢ࣏ցκඖ͌ټᔾᅟๅτᗐ
ਐ ᕀ  ؿ كe ߬ ұ ᑲ ਂ ʑ Έ ʗ ѫ ԗ ๑ဳ ଉፒ
ؒc̯ΔਂɠΔᄈࠤೢ֢ဳྡྷؿੱؗcԹ
ց̯ѫ့ɮАؿԮɮАݚೡcໃྡྷϽஐ
ͨcᆢړ့ɠΔᄈࠤೢೢಁɮАؿСྡྷܪe
ࣂྦྷਆۂϾΩɠΔᄈࠤೢ࣏ցκඖ͌ټᔾᅟ
ๅ൬Ϸȿעᆢஃցe

The Group considered the above regulations as specific, detailed
and practicable. The regulations have limited affect towards the
Group as the Group has been well prepared for the tax. The
Group regards the regulations ultimately aimed at regulating fair
distribution of land benefits. With the acceleration in establishing
a healthy competition environment which will further consolidate
the industry, the Group will strive to fully capture the arising
opportunities therein.

එ྆ႏݯcɐ߸ஃցԮdംྡྷc˿ኧАֲੜe
ͅכඑ྆ɰݯτᗐೢඖАӷਪๅௐcΐϊɐ߸ஃ
ցྦྷඑ྆ؿᄧᚊτࠉeඑ྆ႏݯcٽ౨ޜcɐ
߸ஃցؿ̯࣓͌ؿΕכሁኬɠΔνऩʗcଊ
ʔֲ̡ࡈڬeੀ൬ȹү˱ϷพؿͻҼؿ
۹cొԜҡΛؿϷพኬዀผcඑ྆ੀЦɈҚ
ϾȹӪΡۖዀe
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Management Discussion and Analysis
ဳଉᄙদሃၤʗ
During the year, the Group endeavored to achieve breakthrough
in the following operational aspects:

α۹ʑcඑ྆ੀေɈΕɎͶᏪဳଉეਟՅޯ
वi

•

Continue to accelerate the development and enhance the
profitability of existing projects;

g

˱҄ଊτඖ͌ೕ൬۹cɺᒾొʠଊτඖ
͌νऩˋๅh

•

Fully implement product standardization, strengthen
replication of property development concept and enhance
the Group’s brand awareness;

g

Ͳࠍઐ൬ଐۂᅟๅʝɮАc˱ɣଐۂᇃᇲ
ႇɈ۹cొঢ়එ྆ۂಶكΊ۹h

•

Step up efforts in regional expansion and continue to
increase land bank;

g

˱ɣਂਟᒷਜ਼Ɉ۹cɺᒾᒷ˨එ྆ɠΔ
ௐஃᅡh

•

Focus on the core operation of “mid-to-high end
residential property development” while establishing
ancillary operations;

g

ၙರɻdঢ়ᏌϾΩೕ࣏ʶพ৻cೕࢄ
ႤХพ৻h

•

Proactively seek investment partners and opportunities
of merger and acquisition in order to achieve continuous
expansion;

g

ዶรఖұҙ༅АྑЂcఖҒ࠹ԡνᑪؿ
ዀผc˞ɺᒾᒷɣʔ̇ஃᅡh

•

Continue to enhance strategic management capability to
meet the ever-changing market environment;

g

ɺᒾొʠኝဳଉॶɈc˞ᎶྦྷӾᛰʝ
ؿϷพྊh

•

Further optimize operational and management flow to
accelerate the management reform and improve
management efficiency;

g

՞ဳઁʝݚೡʹιcቱ҄ѧι
ဳଉᛰࠎcొʠဳଉࢽଅh

•

Strengthen recruitment and training of employees through
optimizing human resources allocation and performancebased assessment while actively exploring incentive
mechanism.

g

˱ੜɁɷௐቔc˱ɣɁɈ༅̯ᐜ
ࢽʝɮАɈ۹cዶรॗውዀԹe
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FINANCIAL ANALYSIS

ল৻ʗ

Revenue and Operating Results

νɃᏪพᐜ

For the first half of the year 2007, the Group’s revenue amounted
to approximately RMB353,526,000, representing a rise of
approximately 99% when compared with RMB177,654,000 for
the first half of the year 2006. The rise in revenue was mainly
due to the drastic increase in the number of completed properties
for the first half of the year 2007 when compared with that for
the first half of the year 2006.

כɀཌྷཌྷȼαɐ˸αc̯එ྆ؿᏪพᔾݯɁ̵
ྫྷ353,526,000ʏc༖ɀཌྷཌྷʒαɐ˸αɁ̵ྫྷ
177,654,000ʏɐʠ99%cᏪพᔾɐʠ˚߬ͅכ
ɀཌྷཌྷȼαɐ˸αໃιذؿพ༖ɀཌྷཌྷʒαɐ˸
αɣఝɐʠe

For the first half of the year 2007, the revenue of the Group’s
hotel business amounted to RMB115,084,000 (2006:
RMB88,882,000), representing an increase of 29% comparing
with that of the corresponding period of last year. It was mainly
due to higher occupancy rate and room rate of the Inter
Continental Financial Street Beijing and Holiday Inn Central Plaza
Beijing held by the Group in the period.

כɀཌྷཌྷȼαɐ˸αc̯එ྆ؿৈ֙พ৻Ꮺพᔾ
ݯɁ̵ྫྷ115,084,000ʏɀཌྷ ཌྷʒαiɁ̵ྫྷ
88,882,000ʏc༖ɐα౨ɐʠ29%c˚߬ͅכ
̯එ྆ܛτټؿጪഷݘৈ֙ɻˀৈ֙ˮ
ैଅʥָძ༖ɐαяτొঢ়e

For the first half of the year 2007, profit attributable to equity
holders of the Group amounted to RMB101,797,000 (2006:
RMB86,738,000).

כɀཌྷཌྷȼαɐ˸αc̯එٖ྆ؿᎶЌึС
ݯɁ̵ྫྷ101,797,000ʏɀཌྷ ཌྷʒαiɁ̵ྫྷ
86,738,000ʏe

Financial Resources, Liquidity and Liability
Position

লܧ༅d৽ݚ༅ټʥ߲ඦؗر

During the period under review, the Group maintained a healthy
level of capital flow, and capital resources were reasonably
allocated. As at 30th June 2007, the Group’s total assets
amounted to RMB16,882,811,000 (As at 31st December 2006:
RMB15,386,861,000), out of which, current assets amounted
to RMB11,192,768,000 and non-current asset amounted to
RMB5,690,043,000; and the total liabilities amounted to
RMB12,089,449,000 (As at 31st December 2006:
RMB10,720,930,000), out of which, current liabilities amounted
to RMB7,217,080,000 and non-current liabilities amounted to
RMB4,872,369,000; and the total equity reached
RMB4,793,362,000.

כΑᚋ౨ʑc̯එ྆ؿ༅ֲ৽ݚټၐܛΕ৪ˋ
ๅcϤলܧ༅͛АˮଉʗЗeכɀཌྷཌྷȼα
ʒ˂ɍɊˀc̯එ྆ؿᐢ༅ଐ༠ԷɁ̵ྫྷ
16,882,811,000ʏɀཌྷཌྷʒαɊɀ˂ɍɊȹˀi
Ɂ̵ྫྷ15,386,861,000ʏcԯɻ৽ݚ༅ଐ༠Ɂ̵
ྫྷ11,192,768,000ʏc৽ݚڈ༅ଐ༠Ɂ̵ྫྷ
5,690,043,000ʏhᐢ߲ඦݯɁ̵ྫྷ
12,089,449,000ʏɀཌྷཌྷʒαɊɀ˂ɍɊȹˀi
Ɂ̵ྫྷ10,720,930,000ʏcԯɻ߲৽ݚඦݯɁ̵
ྫྷ7,217,080,000ʏc߲৽ݚڈඦݯɁ̵ྫྷ
4,872,369,000ʏcٖᚬऩɰ༠ԷɁ̵ྫྷ
4,793,362,000ʏe
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The Group maintains sound asset liquidity and solvency. The
current ratio (current assets/ current liabilities) of the Group as
at 30th June 2007 was 1.55 (31st December 2006: 1.90).

̯එ྆ؿ༅ଐܛړֲ৽ݚӪΡc౨ඦॶɈ˨
ʗe̯එ྆ɀཌྷཌྷȼαʒ˂ɍɊˀˈ৽ݚؿଅݚ
৽༅ଐþ߲৽ݚඦݯ1.55ɀཌྷཌྷʒαɊɀ˂ɍ
Ɋȹˀݯ1.90e

As at 30th June 2007, the Group’s cash and short-term bank
deposits amounted to RMB3,652,938,000, which represented
sufficient cash flow for operations.

כɀཌྷཌྷȼαʒ˂ɍɊˀc̯එ྆ɾଊټ౨
ႺϷΦಁ༠ԷɁ̵ྫྷ3,652,938,000ʏcτ˨ӷ༅
ټӷᏪ༜ұe

Bank loans of the Group as at 30th June 2007 amounted to
RMB5,795,465,000, of which short-term and current portion of
long-term bank loans amounted to RMB1,317,000,000 and noncurrent portion of long-term bank loans was RMB4,478,465,000.
These loans were mainly used to fulfill the capital requirements
of the Group’s property development projects.

כɀཌྷཌྷȼαʒ˂ɍɊˀc̯එ྆ؿႺϷ൘ಁݯ
Ɂ̵ྫྷ5,795,465,000ʏcԯɻ౨ႺϷ൘ಁʥٽ
౨ႺϷ൘ಁؿЩ౨ʗݯɁ̵ྫྷ1,317,000,000
ʏcٽ౨ႺϷ൘ಁ৽ݚڈʗݯɁ̵ྫྷ
4,478,465,000ʏcႺϷࠥಁ͂߬˚ؿபܰӷ̯
එָ྆ؿΔଐೕඖ͌ؿ༅ټұe

The Group makes investment in the PRC only. Except for the US
dollar loan facility granted to a subsidiary by DBS Singapore,
out of which, US$30,000,000 have been utilized as at 30th June
2007, all of the Group’s other bank loans come from banks in
the PRC and are borrowed and repaid in Renminbi therefore no
significant currency risk. All of the Group’s long-term bank loans
were granted on the basis of floating interest rate.

̯එ྆͌̋کΕɻਝྊʑҙ༅cȹࡼڃᙔʔ̇
Ᏽณ˱գܱࢄႺϷʏ൘ಁcכɀཌྷཌྷȼαʒ
˂ɍɊˀԚ͂൘ಁ30,000,000ʏ̔c̯එֺ྆
τԯˢႺϷ൘ಁяԞϬɻਝɾႺϷcԎ˞Ɂ̵ྫྷ
ࠥɃᓊᑹcɺΦΕමଅؐ৽ࠇؿɣࠓ፮e̯එ
ֺ྆τٽ౨ႺϷ൘ಁя৽ࣺݯСଅ൘ಁe

As at 30th June 2007, the Company’s gearing ratio was 30.11%
(As at 31st December 2006: 30.13%). Our gearing ratio is
calculated by dividing the aggregate of (i) the Group’s short term
and long term bank loans, (ii) net amounts due from/to holding
company, (iii) net of cash and bank balances (the balance of (i),
(ii) and (iii) being referred to as “(A)”), by the aggregate of (A)
and the net assets of the Group.

̯ʔ̇כɀཌྷཌྷȼαʒ˂ɍɊˀؿ༅̯߲ඦˈଅ
 ݯ3 0 . 1 1 % ɀ ཌྷ ཌྷ ʒ α Ɋ ɀ ˂ ɍ Ɋ ȹ ˀ i
30.13%e̯ʔ̇༅̯߲ඦˈଅ့߮ؿʿؒܰੀ(i)
̯එ྆౨ʥٽ౨ႺϷ൘ಁd(ii)ᎶνþᎶ˟ઁٖ
ʔ̇ಁඖ૱ᔾಕ(iii)ଊټʥႺϷຝ૱ᔾ(i)d
(ii)ʥ(iii)ؿᔾ˞(A)ˤٲc˞(A)ʥ̯එ྆૱
༅ଐࠤؿᐢe

Establishment and acquisition of substantial
subsidiaries and a jointly controlled entity

ڃᙔʔ̇ʥͳઁԹྡྷؿஉ͓ʥνᑪ

During the period, the Group established the wholly owned
Dongguan Xinzi Real Estate Development Limited and Capital
Chengdu Company Limited; and jointly contributed in the
acquisition of all equity interest of Shenyang Jitian Property Co.,
Ltd. with Reco Ziyang Pte. Ltd (Ziyang Real Estate Company
Limited). The Group owns 50% of equity interest of Shenyang
Jitian Property Co., Ltd..

̯౨ʑc̯එ྆Ͳ༅உ͓ଢ଼̟ณ༅ָΔଐೕ
τࠉʔ̇ࠖສพιτࠉʔ̇hၤReco
Ziyang Pte Ltd.ඈҙ༅τࠉʔ̇ͳˮ༅νᑪ
ȿᓍඈʨສพτࠉʔ̇Ͳؿٖᚬc̯එ྆ܛ
τᓍඈʨສพτࠉʔ̇ؿ50%ٖᚬe

ࠖສพٖͫτࠉʔ̇ ɀཌྷཌྷȼαɻ౨ంй
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During the period, the Group acquired the 5% equity interest of
Tianjin Zhongtai Investment Limited held by Tianjin Banshan
Renjia Real Estate Company Limited, and own 85% of the equity
interest of Tianjin Banshan Renjia Real Estate Company Limited
through increase of capital.

̯౨ʑc̯එ྆νᑪȿʨݛЂɬɁࡼສพτࠉʔ
ٖ̇ؿʨݛɻ࣮ҙ༅τࠉஐͨʔֺ̇ܛτؿ
ʔ̇5%ٖؿᚬcԎ༦ᄈ༅ʿβܛτʨݛЂɬɁ
ࡼສพτࠉʔ̇85%ٖᚬe

Other Gains

ԯˢνऩ

During the period, the Group disposed its 45% equity interest in
an associated company, Beijing Jinyaguang Real Estate
Development Co., Ltd., realizing a gain of RMB103,184,000.
After the disposal, the Group no longer owns any equity interest
in Beijing Jinyaguang Real Estate Development Co., Ltd..

̯౨ʑc̯එ྆ˮਕȹංᐲᏪʔ̇˵ԕټԓָͮ
Δଐೕτࠉʔ̇45%ٖؿᚬcྡྷଊνऩɁ̵ྫྷ
103,184,000ʏeˮਕ܃c̯එ྆ɺʹܛτ˵ԕټ
ԓָͮΔଐೕτࠉʔٖ̇ؿᚬe

During the period, the Group disposed of part of its equity interest
in Super Shine, an investee company of the Group, realizing a
gain of RMB50,751,000.

̯౨ʑc̯එ྆ˮਕȿܛτؿҙ༅ʔ̇ඈٖͮ
ͫؿʗٖcྡྷଊνऩɁ̵ྫྷ50,751,000ʏe

Entrusted Deposits and Matured Time Deposits

կপΦಁʥ༩౨ց౨Φಁ

As at 30th June 2007, the Group had not held any deposits
under trusts in any financial institutions in the PRC. All of the
Group’s cash was held in commercial banks in the PRC in
accordance with applicable laws and regulations. The Group
had no bank deposits which cannot be withdrawn upon maturity.

࿀ϭɀཌྷཌྷȼαʒ˂ɍɊˀc̯එ྆ԎಲͨЄկ
পΦಁΦכיɻਝټጪዀ࿚c̯එֺ྆τଊټя
ΦכיɻਝؿਆพႺϷcԎଲሬ͂ɾؒԝʥஃ
ڬe̯එ྆Ԏ̰༤ԷႺϷΦಁԷ౨Ϥ̰ॶՅΑؿ
ੱؗe

Pledged Assets

༅ଐא

As at 30th June 2007, bank loans of RMB4,500,000,000 (31st
December 2006: RMB4,500,000,000) and bank loans of RMB
278,465,000 (31st December 2006: RMB 234,261,000) were
secured by rights to yield on certain land (income from the sale
of land and other income obtained from the utilisation of the
related lands) and certain of the Group’s properties under
development respectively.

כɀཌྷཌྷȼαʒ˂ɍɊˀcτؿאႺϷ൘ಁɁ
̵ྫྷ4,500,000,000ʏɀཌྷཌྷʒαɊɀ˂ɍɊȹ
ˀiɁ̵ྫྷ4,500,000,000ʏႺϷ൘ಁɁ̵ྫྷ
278,465,000ʏɀཌྷཌྷʒαɊɀ˂ɍɊȹˀiɁ
̵ྫྷ234,261,000ʏʗП˞̯එ྆ʗذพɾɠ
Δνऩᚬ̯එ྆ᔝᜑ೩ɠΔֶ˞ԯˢʿβС͂
೩ɠΔᏵؿνऩ˞ʥ̯එ྆ɾೕɻذพА
אݯe
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Financial Guarantees and Contingent Liabilities

লذኪړʥֶಳ߲ඦ

The Group had arranged bank financing for certain purchasers
of our properties and provided guarantees to secure the
repayment obligations of such purchasers. The outstanding
guarantees amounted to RMB1,554,460,000 as at 30th June
2007 (31st December 2006: RMB1,243,183,000).

̯එ྆ߗݯɳذพൕࡼΪખႺϷጪ༅cԎొԜኪ
ړړᖬτᗐൕࡼؿᑹಁஐͨeכɀཌྷཌྷȼαʒ˂
ɍɊˀcֆ̰ᄚϷؿኪړᔾݯɁ̵ྫྷ
1,554,460,000ʏɀཌྷཌྷʒαɊɀ˂ɍɊȹˀi
Ɂ̵ྫྷ1,243,183,000ʏe

As at 30th June 2007, the Company provides guarantees to
certain subsidiaries of the Group for their long-term bank loans
of RMB600,000,000 (31st December 2006: RMB400,000,000).

כɀཌྷཌྷȼαʒ˂ɍɊˀc̯ݯඑ྆ɾڃᙔʔ
̇ؿɁ̵ྫྷ600,000,000ʏٽ౨ႺϷ൘ಁɀཌྷཌྷ
ʒαɊɀ˂ɍɊȹˀiɁ̵ྫྷ400,000,000ʏొ
Ԝኪ̔ړc̯එ̯྆ʔ̇я̰ྦྷ̔ొԜኪړe

The Group did not have any significant contingent liabilities.

̯එ྆ɺΦΕࠇɣֶಳ߲ඦe
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The Latest Information of Share Capital and Major Shareholders
ณ༅̯˚ٖ߬ลؗ
SHARE CAPITAL

ٖ̯

As at 30th June 2007, there were a total issued share capital of
2,027,960,000 shares of the Company (the “Shares”) which
include :

̯ʔ̇כɀཌྷཌྷȼαʒ˂ɍɊˀؿᐢɰೕϷٖ̯
ݯ2,027,960,000ٖɰೕϷٖͫcԯɻ˳ܢi

Number of Shares
ٖͫᅕ͌

Approximate percentages
of share capital
Ќٖ̯ɾลϛͫˈ

649,205,700

32.01%

357,998,300

17.65%

1,020,756,000

50.34%

2,027,960,000

100%

Domestic Shares
ʑ༅ٖ
Non-H Foreign Shares
ڈHٖ̔༅ٖ
H Shares
Hٖ

22

SUBSTANTIAL SHAREHOLDERS’
INTERESTS IN SHARES

˚ٖ߬ؗੱٖܛ

As at 30th June 2007, the following persons (not being director
or chief executive of the Company), so far as are known to any
director, have interests or short positions in the Shares and
underlying shares of the Company which would fall to be
disclosed to the Company under the provisions of Divisions 2
and 3 of Part XV of the SFO, or who are, directly or indirectly,
interested in 10% or more of the nominal value of any class of
share capital carrying rights to vote in all circumstances at general
meetings of any other member of the Group:

̯ʔ̇כɀཌྷཌྷȼαʒ˂ɍɊˀcగͨЄԑֺ
كcɎͶɁɡԎ̯ڈʔ̇ɾԑֶঢ়ज़ဳଉɁ
ࡗ̯כʔٖ̇ͫʥޚᗐٖͫɻኟτ࣓ኣᖬԴʥ
౨ஒૈԝXV2ʥ3ʗΉ̯ʔ̇ׄᚉɾᚬऩֶ
࠸cֶقઅֶංઅܛτڃᚬС˿ͨכЄੱؗ
ɎΕ̯එ྆ͨЄԯˢιࡗʔٖ̇ɣผɐҙɾ
ͨЄᗘПٖ̯ɾࠍࠤ10%ֶ˞ɐi
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Approximate percentages in
relevant class of shares (%)
ЌτᗐᗘПٖͫɾลϛʗˈ(%)

Name of
shareholders
ٖΊီ

Number
of Shares
directly and
indirectly held
قઅֶංઅ
ܛτɾٖͫᅕ͌

Class of Shares
ٖͫᗘП

Approximate percentages in
total issued share capital (%)
ЌͲɰೕϷٖ̯ɾลϛʗˈ(%)

Direct
interests
قઅᚬऩ

Indirect
interests
ංઅᚬऩ

Aggregate
interests
ᚬऩᐢᅕ

Direct
interests
قઅᚬऩ

Indirect
interests
ංઅᚬऩ

Aggregate
interests
ᚬऩᐢᅕ

Capital Group
924,441,900
˵ԕࠖพඑ྆τࠉʔ̇

(1)

Non-listed Shares
ڈɐ̟ٖͫ

2.46
(long
position)
Ρ࠸

89.32

91.78

1.22
(long
position)
Ρ࠸

44.36

45.58

Beijing Sunshine Real
Estate Comprehensive
Development Company
˵ԕඈָͮΔଐ
၃ೕʔ̇

608,880,500

(2)

Non-listed Shares
ڈɐ̟ٖͫ

4.71
(long
position)
Ρ࠸

55.74

60.45

2.34
(long
position)
Ρ࠸

27.69

30.02

Beijing Capital Sunshine
Real Estate Development
Co., Ltd.
˵ԕࠖඈָͮΔଐ
τࠉஐͨʔ̇

561,461,900

(3)

Non-listed Shares
ڈɐ̟ٖͫ

28.42
(long
position)
Ρ࠸

27.33

55.74

14.11
(long
position)
Ρ࠸

13.57

27.69

Beijing Capital Technology
172,006,700
Investment Ltd.
˵ԕࠖޫҌҙ༅τࠉʔ̇

Non-listed Shares
ڈɐ̟ٖͫ

17.08
(long
position)
Ρ࠸

—

17.08

8.48
(long
position)
Ρ࠸

—

8.48

Beijing Shou Chuang
Jian She Co., Ltd.
˵ԕࠖۺஉτࠉʔ̇

118,747,600

Non-listed Shares
ڈɐ̟ٖͫ

11.79
(long
position)
Ρ࠸

—

11.79

5.86
(long
position)
Ρ࠸

—

5.86

China Resource Products
Limited
ɻਝذଐτࠉʔ̇

275,236,200

Non-listed Shares
ڈɐ̟ٖͫ

27.33
(long
position)
Ρ࠸

—

27.33

13.57
(long
position)
Ρ࠸

—

13.57
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Approximate percentages in
relevant class of shares (%)
ЌτᗐᗘПٖͫɾลϛʗˈ(%)

Name of
shareholders
ٖΊီ

Direct
interests
قઅᚬऩ

Indirect
interests
ංઅᚬऩ

Aggregate
interests
ᚬऩᐢᅕ

Direct
interests
قઅᚬऩ

Indirect
interests
ංઅᚬऩ

Aggregate
interests
ᚬऩᐢᅕ

Non-listed Shares
ڈɐ̟ٖͫ

8.22
(long
position)
Ρ࠸

—

8.22

4.08
(long
position)
Ρ࠸

—

4.08

Class of Shares
ٖͫᗘП

Yieldwell International
Enterprise Limited
ყജਝͬพτࠉʔ̇

82,762,100

Fexi Holdings Limited

82,762,100

(4)

Non-listed Shares
ڈɐ̟ٖͫ

—

8.22
(long
position)
Ρ࠸

8.22

—

4.08
(long
position)
Ρ࠸

4.08

Chung Pok Ying
ᒉߜ

82,762,100

(5)

Non-listed Shares
ڈɐ̟ٖͫ

—

8.22
(long
position)
Ρ࠸

8.22

—

4.08
(long
position)
Ρ࠸

4.08

H Shares

16.17
(long
position)
Ρ࠸

—

16.17

8.14
(long
position)
Ρ࠸

—

8.14

Reco Pearl Private Limited

165,070,000

Recosia China Pte Ltd.

165,070,000

(6)

H Shares
Hٖ

—

16.17
(long
position)
Ρ࠸

16.17

—

8.14
(long
position)
Ρ࠸

8.14

Recosia Pte Ltd.

165,070,000

(7)

H Shares
Hٖ

—

16.17
(long
position)
Ρ࠸

16.17

—

8.14
(long
position)
Ρ࠸

8.14

Government of Singapore
Investment Corporation
(Realty) Pte Ltd.

165,070,000

(8)

H Shares
Hٖ

—

16.17
(long
position)
Ρ࠸

16.17

—

8.14
(long
position)
Ρ࠸

8.14

H Shares
Hٖ

5.17
(long
position)
Ρ࠸

—

5.17

1.73
(long
position)
Ρ࠸

—

1.73

Atlantis Investment
Management Ltd.

24

Number
of Shares
directly and
indirectly held
قઅֶංઅ
ܛτɾٖͫᅕ͌

Approximate percentages in
total issued share capital (%)
ЌͲɰೕϷٖ̯ɾลϛʗˈ(%)

35,000,000
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ณ༅̯˚ٖ߬ลؗ
ڃഽi

Notes:
1.

Of these 924,441,900 Shares, 24,807,100 Shares are directly
held by Capital Group, the remaining 899,634,800 Shares are
deemed corporate interests under the SFO indirectly held
through Beijing Sunshine Real Estate Comprehensive
Development Company, Beijing Capital Sunshine Real Estate
Development Co., Ltd., Beijing Capital Technology Investment
Ltd., Beijing Shou Chuang Jian She Co., Ltd. and China Resource
Products Limited.

1.

Ε924,441,900ٖٖͫɻc24,807,100ٖٖͫ
ͅ˵ԕࠖพඑ྆τࠉʔ̇قઅܛτcԯ
899,634,800ٖٖ࣓ͫኣᖬԴʥ౨ஒૈԝ഼А
྆ؒݯᚬऩcȽ༦˵ԕඈָͮΔଐ၃ೕʔ
̇d˵ԕࠖඈָͮΔଐτࠉஐͨʔ̇d˵ԕࠖ
ޫҌҙ༅τࠉʔ̇d˵ԕࠖۺஉτࠉʔ̇ʥ
ɻਝذଐτࠉʔ̇ංઅܛτe

2.

Of these 608,880,500 Shares, 47,418,600 Shares are directly
held by Beijing Sunshine Real Estate Comprehensive
Development Company, the remaining 561,461,900 Shares are
deemed corporate interests under the SFO indirectly held
through Beijing Capital Sunshine Real Estate Development Co.,
Ltd. and China Resource Products Limited.

2.

Ε608,880,500ٖٖͫɻc47,418,600ٖٖͫ
ͅ˵ԕඈָͮΔଐ၃ೕʔ̇قઅܛτcԯ
561,461,900ٖٖ࣓ͫኣᖬԴʥ౨ஒૈԝ഼А
྆ؒݯᚬऩcȽ༦˵ԕࠖඈָͮΔଐτࠉஐ
ͨʔ̇ʥɻਝذଐτࠉʔ̇ංઅܛτe

3.

Of these 561,461,900 Shares, 286,225,700 Shares are directly
held by Beijing Capital Sunshine Real Estate Development Co.,
Ltd., the remaining 275,236,200 Shares are deemed corporate
interests under the SFO indirectly held through China Resource
Products Limited.

3.

Ε561,461,900ٖٖͫɻc286,225,700ٖٖ
ͫͅ˵ԕࠖඈָͮΔଐτࠉஐͨʔ̇قઅܛ
τcԯ275,236,200ٖٖ࣓ͫኣᖬԴʥ౨ஒૈ
ԝ഼А྆ؒݯᚬऩcȽ༦ɻਝذଐτࠉʔ̇
ංઅܛτe

4.

82,762,100 Shares are deemed corporate interests under the
SFO indirectly held through Yieldwell International Enterprise
Limited.

4.

82,762,100ٖٖ࣓ͫኣᖬԴʥ౨ஒૈԝ഼Аݯ
ؒ྆ᚬऩcȽ༦ყജਝͬพτࠉʔ̇ංઅܛ
τe

5.

82,762,100 Shares are deemed corporate interests under the
SFO indirectly held through Yieldwell International Enterprise
Limited and Fexi Holdings Limited.

5.

82,762,100ٖٖ࣓ͫኣᖬԴʥ౨ஒૈԝ഼Аݯ
ؒ྆ᚬऩcȽ༦ყജਝͬพτࠉʔ̇ʥFexi
Holdings Limitedංઅܛτe

6.

165,070,000 Shares are deemed corporate interests under the
SFO indirectly held through Reco Pearl Private Limited.

6.

165,070,000ٖٖ࣓ͫኣᖬԴʥ౨ஒૈԝ഼А
྆ؒݯᚬऩcȽ༦Reco Pearl Private Limited
ංઅܛτe

7.

165,070,000 Shares are deemed corporate interests under the
SFO indirectly held through Reco Pearl Private Limited and
Recosia China Pte Ltd.

7.

165,070,000ٖٖ࣓ͫኣᖬԴʥ౨ஒૈԝ഼А
྆ؒݯᚬऩcȽ༦Reco Pearl Private Limited
ʥRecosia China Pte Ltd.ංઅܛτe

8.

165,070,000 Shares are deemed corporate interests under the
SFO indirectly held through Reco Pearl Private Limited, Recosia
China Pte Ltd. and Recosia Pte Ltd.

8.

165,070,000ٖٖ࣓ͫኣᖬԴʥ౨ஒૈԝ഼А
྆ؒݯᚬऩcȽ༦Reco Pearl Private Limitedd
Recosia China Pte Ltd.ʥRecosia Pte Ltd.ංઅܛ
τe
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The Latest Information of Share Capital and Major Shareholders
ณ༅̯˚ٖ߬ลؗ

26

Save as disclosed above so far as is known to the Directors,
there is no person (other than a Director or chief executive of
the Company) who, as at the Latest Practicable Date, had an
interest or short position in the Shares or underlying Shares of
the Company which would fall to be disclosed to the Company
under the provisions of Divisions 2 and 3 of Part XV of the SFO,
or was directly or indirectly interested in 10% or more of the
nominal value of any class of share capital carrying rights to
vote in all circumstances at general meetings of the Company or
any of its subsidiaries or held any option in respect of such
capital.

ɐʼֺׄᚉّ˞̔cగԑֺكc̯ʔ̇
ԑʥঢ়ज़ဳଉɁࡗ̔ลಲͨЄɁɡכ˿܃Ϸˀ
౨Ε̯ʔ̇ɾֶٖͫޚᗐٖͫɻኟτ࣓ኣᖬԴ
ʥ౨ஒૈԝXV2ʥ3ʗΉ̯ʔ̇ׄᚉɾᚬ
ऩֶ࠸cֶقઅֶංઅܛτڃᚬС˿ͨכЄ
ੱؗɎΕ̯ʔֶ̇ԯͨЄڃᙔʔ̇ɾٖɣผɐ
ҙɾͨЄᗘПٖ̯ɾࠍࠤ10%ֶ˞ɐcֶܛτ
ͨЄࣹʥ೩ٖ̯ɾᑪٖᚬe

INTERESTS OF DIRECTORS AND
SUPERVISORS

ԑဟԑᚬऩ

As at 30th June 2007, the interests and short positions of the
Directors and chief executive of the Company in the shares, the
underlying shares and debentures of the Company or any of its
associated corporation (within the meaning of Part XV of the
SFO) which are required to be notified to the Company and the
Stock Exchange pursuant to Divisions 7 and 8 of Part XV of the
SFO (including interests or short positions which they were taken
or deemed to have under such provisions of the SFO) or which
were required, pursuant to section 352 of the SFO, to be entered
in the register maintained by the Company or which were
required to be notified to the Company and the Stock Exchange
pursuant to the Model Code for Securities Transactions by
Directors of Listed Issuers in the Listing Rules (for this purpose,
the relevant provisions of the SFO will be interpreted as if they
applied to the Supervisors), were as follows:

כɀཌྷཌྷȼαʒ˂ɍɊˀc̯ʔ̇Έԑʥঢ়ज़
ဳଉɁࡗ̯כʔֶ̇ԯͨЄޚᐲؒ྆ցຮӮᖬԴ
ʥ౨ஒૈԝXVɾٖͫdޚᗐٖͫʥඦԴɻኟ
τ࣓ኣᖬԴʥ౨ஒૈԝXV7ʥ8ʗكผ
̯ʔ̇ʥᐲֺ͚ɾᚬऩʥ࠸˳ܢԯ࣓ኣ೩ᖬ
Դʥ౨ஒૈԝɾஃցА഼ֶݯኟτɾᚬऩ
ֶ࠸cֶ࣓ኣᖬԴʥ౨ஒૈԝ352ૈ༗Ƀ
̯ʔ̇Φສɾত˫ɾᚬऩʥ࠸cֶ࣓ኣɐ̟
ஃڬɾɐ̟ೕϷɁԑ൬ϷᖬԴ͚מɾᅟๅΨڬ
كผ̯ʔ̇ʥᐲֺ͚ɾᚬऩʥ࠸గϊϤӰc
ᖬԴʥ౨ஒૈԝτᗐૈʼɾᘷੀಹΣሬ͂כဟ
ԑΣɎi
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The Latest Information of Share Capital and Major Shareholders
ณ༅̯˚ٖ߬ลؗ

Number of
Shares held
ֺኟτٖͫᅕ͌

Approximate
percentage
of registered
capital of the
relevant entity
Ќޚᐲؒ྆ഽ˫
༅̯ɾลϛʗˈ

Director/Supervisor
ԑþဟԑ

Relevant entity
ޚᐲؒ྆

Type
ᚬऩᗘП

Liu Xiaoguang
ჳኮͮ

Beijing Capital Sunshine
Real Estate Development Co., Ltd.
˵ԕࠖඈָͮΔଐτࠉஐͨʔ̇

Individual
Ɂ

2,000,000

2%

Tang Jun
ࡌ߶

Beijing Capital Sunshine
Real Estate Development Co., Ltd.
˵ԕࠖඈָͮΔଐτࠉஐͨʔ̇

Individual
Ɂ

2,000,000

2%

Feng Chunqin
ඟܬඵ

Beijing Capital Sunshine
Real Estate Development Co., Ltd.
˵ԕࠖඈָͮΔଐτࠉஐͨʔ̇

Individual
Ɂ

350,000

0.35%

Wang Qi
˔ಾ

Beijing Capital Sunshine
Real Estate Development Co., Ltd.
˵ԕࠖඈָͮΔଐτࠉஐͨʔ̇

Individual
Ɂ

400,000

0.4%

Yu Changjian
ۺןڠ

Beijing Capital Sunshine
Real Estate Development Co., Ltd.
˵ԕࠖඈָͮΔଐτࠉஐͨʔ̇

Individual
Ɂ

600,000

0.6%

Benny Kwong Kai Sing
ㅽઢι

Beijing Capital Land Ltd.
ࠖສพٖͫτࠉʔ̇

Individual
Ɂ

300,000

0.03% of
H Shares
Hٖɾ0.03%

ࠖສพٖͫτࠉʔ̇ ɀཌྷཌྷȼαɻ౨ంй
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AUDIT COMMITTEE

ᄗ࣏կࡗผ

The Audit Committee reviewed with management the accounting
principles and practices adopted by the Group and discussed
auditing, internal control and financial report matters including
the review of the unaudited interim report for the six months
ended 30th June 2007.

ᄗ࣏կࡗผɰᐲဳଉᄙᏎদ̯එֺ྆ઔढ़ɾผ
߮ๅڬʥྻԝcԎగ࣏ᅕdʑဟઁʥল৻͇ం
೩ԑփ˳ܢᄗቇ࿀ϭɀཌྷཌྷȼαʒ˂ɍɊˀ˅ʒ
˂̰ؿᄗ࣏ɻ౨ంй൬Ϸᆠਆe

PURCHASE, SALE OR REDEMPTION OF
THE COMPANY’S LISTED SECURITIES

ᑪൕdˮਕֶᚿΑ̯ʔ̇ɐ̟ᖬԴ

During the six months ended 30th June 2007, the Company
had not redeemed any of its shares. Neither the Company nor
any of its subsidiaries purchased or sold any of the Company’s
listed securities during the period.

̯ʔ̇כ࿀ϭɀཌྷཌྷȼαʒ˂ɍɊˀ˅ؿʒ˂
ӀτᚿΑͨЄ̯ʔ̇ɾٖͫe̯ʔ̇ʥԯΈڃᙔ
ʔ̇כ౨ʑяӀτᑪൕֶˮਕͨЄ̯ʔ̇ɾɐ̟
ᖬԴe

COMPLIANCE WITH THE CODE PROVISIONS
OF THE CODE ON CORPORATE GOVERNANCE
PRACTICES

ፓΨͬพဳ؝ஃΨؿڬΨૈڬ
ʼ

Throughout the six months ended 30th June 2007, the Company
has complied with all the code provisions of the Code on
Corporate Governance Practices as set out in Appendix 14 to
the Rules Governing the Listing of Securities on The Stock
Exchange of Hong Kong Limited (the “Listing Rules”).

Ε࿀ϭɀཌྷཌྷȼαʒ˂ɍɊˀ˅ؿʒ˂౨ං
ʑc̯ʔ̇ɰͲࠍፓΨࠗಋᐲֺ͚מτࠉʔ̇
ᖬԴɐ̟ஃڬ
ɐ̟ஃڃڬ፣14ͬพဳ؝
ஃΨڬʑֺؿτΨૈڬʼe

COMPLIANCE WITH THE CODE FOR
SECURITIES TRANSACTIONS

ፓΨᖬԴ͚מΨڬ

The Company has adopted a code which is on terms no less
exacting than the required standard set out in the “Model Code
for Securities Transactions by Directors of Listed Issuers” (the
“Model Code”) in Appendix 10 of the Listing Rules.

̯එ྆͛ɰઔढ़ȹࡨɺГכɐ̟ஃڃڬ፣Ɋɐ
̟ʔ̇ԑ൬ϷᖬԴ͚ؿמᅟๅΨڬ
ᅟๅΨ
ֺ߯ڬᅟๅؿԑʥτᗐࡗցຮӮͬพဳ
؝ஃΨڬᖬԴ͚ؿמΨڬe

All directors have confirmed, following specific enquiry by the
Company that they have complied with the required standards
set out in the Model Code throughout the period.

̯එ྆ɰΉֺτԑАˮ݅c֤೩ɰᆢႏכ౨
ʑȹقፓΨᅟๅΨֺڬஃցɾᅟๅe
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Financial Highlights
ল৻࿂߬
For the six months ended 30th June 2007
࿀ϭɀཌྷཌྷȼαʒ˂ɍɊˀ˅ʒ˂
RMB
Ɂ̵ྫྷ
Revenue
353,526,000
Ꮺพᔾ
Gross profit
55,208,000
ˉС
Profit attributable to equity holders
101,797,000
ᚬऩܛτɁᎶЌึС
Earnings per share (cents)
5.02
ҰٖึСʗ
The board has resolved not to declare any interim dividend in respect of the six months ended 30th June 2007.
ԑผҺᘪɺݢೕ࿀ϭɀཌྷཌྷȼαʒ˂ɍɊˀ˅ʒ˂ɾɻ౨ٖࢠe
The board of directors (“the Board”) of Beijing Capital Land Ltd.
(“the Company”) is pleased to announce the unaudited
consolidated results of the Company and its subsidiaries
(collectively the “Group”) for the six months ended 30th June
2007, which have been prepared in accordance with the Rules
Governing the Listing of Securities on The Stock Exchange of
Hong Kong Limited (the “Stock Exchange”) (the “Listing Rules”).

ࠖສพٖͫτࠉʔ̯̇ʔ̇) ԑผԑ
ผֶԑᔑϊʔЗ̯ʔ̇ʥԯڃᙔʔ̯̇
එ྆࿀ϭɀཌྷཌྷȼαʒ˂ɍɊˀ˅ʒ˂ࠗܘ
ಋᐲֺ͚מτࠉʔ̇ᐲֺ͚ᖬԴɐ̟ஃڬ
ɐ̟ஃڬɻޚᗐؿஃցϤᇁԹ̰ؿᄗ࣏၃
พᐜe

The 2007 interim financial information of the Group has not been
audited but has been reviewed by the Audit Committee and
approved by the Board of the Company on 17th August 2007.

̯එ྆ɀཌྷཌྷȼαɻ౨ল৻̰ࢠڌᄗ࣏cЎɰ
ᄗ࣏կࡗผᄗቇԎͅԑผΕɀཌྷཌྷȼαɄ˂
Ɋȼˀғe

ࠖສพٖͫτࠉʔ̇ ɀཌྷཌྷȼαɻ౨ంй
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As at 30th June 2007 כɀཌྷཌྷȼαʒ˂ɍɊˀ

Condensed Consolidated Balance Sheet — Unaudited
̰ᄗ࣏ᓯע၃༅ଐ߲ඦٲ

Notes
ڃഽ
ASSETS

༅ଐ

Non-current assets
Property, plant and equipment
Land use rights
Properties under development
Jointly controlled entities
Associates
Available-for-sale financial assets
Deferred income tax assets

৽ݚڈ༅ଐ
ذพdᄥָஉௐ
ɠΔԚ͂ᚬ
ೕɻذพ
ͳઁԹྡྷ
ᐲᏪʔ̇
˿ˮਕল৻༅ଐ
Ⴎ֝ೢඖ༅ଐ

Current assets
৽ݚ༅ଐ
Inventories
Φஒ
Properties held for sale
ۿˮਕɰໃιذพ
Properties under development for sale ۿˮਕೕɻذพ
Trade and other receivables
Ꮆνሏಁʥ
ԯ̚Ꮆνಁඖ
Amounts due from promoters
ᎶνೕɁಁඖ
Restricted bank deposits
ՇࠉԹႺϷΦಁ
Cash and bank balances
ଊټႺϷΦಁ

30

Total assets

ᐢ༅ଐ

EQUITY
Capital and reserves attributable to
the Company’s equity holders
Share capital
Other reserves
Retained earnings
— proposed final dividend
— others

ᚬऩ
̯ʔ̇ᚬऩܛτɁᎶЌ
༅̯ʥௐ
ٖ̯
ԯˢௐ
ړजึС
— Ꮓ̱ݢ౨ٖࢠ
— ԯˢ

Minority interests

ʭᅕٖᚬऩ

Total equity

ᐢᚬऩ
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5
5
5

6

As at
30th June
2007
ɀཌྷཌྷȼα
ʒ˂ɍɊˀ
RMB’000
Ɂ̵ྫྷɝʏ

As at
31st December
2006
ɀཌྷཌྷʒα
Ɋɀ˂ɍɊȹˀ
RMB’000
Ɂ̵ྫྷɝʏ

1,507,120
1,013,237
2,013,352
415,588
221,243
442,456
77,047

1,544,401
1,286,925
1,791,733
222,890
249,639
252,052
91,827

5,690,043

5,439,467

17,806
241,472
4,722,476

17,172
304,895
3,207,803

2,436,430
55,650
65,996
3,652,938

2,593,767
55,650
61,274
3,706,833

11,192,768

9,947,394

16,882,811

15,386,861

2,027,960
1,504,263

2,027,960
1,344,228

—
383,667

121,678
281,870

3,915,890

3,775,736

877,472

890,195

4,793,362

4,665,931

7

As at 30th June 2007 כɀཌྷཌྷȼαʒ˂ɍɊˀ

Condensed Consolidated Balance Sheet — Unaudited
̰ᄗ࣏ᓯע၃༅ଐ߲ඦٲ
As at
30th June
2007
ɀཌྷཌྷȼα
ʒ˂ɍɊˀ
RMB’000
Ɂ̵ྫྷɝʏ

As at
31st December
2006
ɀཌྷཌྷʒα
Ɋɀ˂ɍɊȹˀ
RMB’000
Ɂ̵ྫྷɝʏ

9

4,478,465
80,387

5,134,261
45,697

8

313,517

315,966

4,872,369

5,495,924

9

5,401,295
454,622
9,422
34,741
917,000

4,064,529
459,314
9,422
174,741
517,000

9

400,000

—

7,217,080

5,225,006

Notes
ڃഽ
LIABILITIES

߲ඦ

Non-current liabilities
Long-term bank loans
Deferred income tax liabilities
Trade and other payables

߲৽ݚڈඦ
ٽ౨ႺϷ൘ಁ
Ⴎ֝ೢඖ߲ඦ
Ꮆ˟ሏಁʥ
ԯ̚Ꮆ˟ಁඖ

Current liabilities
Trade and other payables
Tax payable
Special dividend payable
Amounts due to the parent company
Short-term bank loans
Current portion of long-term
bank loans

߲৽ݚඦ
Ꮆ˟ሏಁʥ
ԯ̚Ꮆ˟ಁඖ
Ꮆᖔೢಁ
Ꮆ˟ऋПٖࢠ
Ꮆ˟̴ʔ̇ಁඖ
౨ႺϷ൘ಁ
ٽ౨ႺϷ൘ಁؿ
Щ౨ʗ

8

Total liabilities

ᐢ߲ඦ

12,089,449

10,720,930

Total equity and liabilities

ᐢᚬऩʥ߲ඦ

16,882,811

15,386,861

Net current assets

৽ݚ༅ଐ૱ࠤ

3,975,688

4,722,388

Total assets less current liabilities

ᐢ༅ଐಕ߲৽ݚඦ

9,665,731

10,161,855

The notes on pages 35 to 62 are an integral part of the unaudited
condensed consolidated interim financial information.

35ࠒԷ62ࠒڃؿഽݯϊ̰ᄗ࣏ᓯע၃
ɻ౨ল৻ࢠڌኬؿȹʗe
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As at 30th June 2007 כɀཌྷཌྷȼαʒ˂ɍɊˀ

Condensed Consolidated Income Statement — Unaudited
̰ᄗ࣏ᓯע၃ฌऩٲ

Notes
ڃഽ
Revenue
Cost of sales

Ꮺพᔾ
ሻਕι̯

Gross profit/(loss)

ˉСþᑋ

Other gains — net
Other operating income
Selling and marketing costs
Administrative expenses

ԯˢνऩz ૱ᔾ
ԯˢᏪνɃ
ሻਕʥઐᄤι̯
ဳଉ͂

Operating profit

353,526
(298,318)

177,654
(186,463)

55,208

(8,809)

10

163,824
27,244
(38,466)
(61,516)

66,767
23,102
(23,977)
(56,173)

ᏪึС

11

146,294

Finance income and costs

ጪ༅νɃၤι̯

12

(61,131)

(73,987)

Share of profit less losses of
— jointly controlled entities
— associates

ᎶЌึСಕᑋฌ
z ͳઁԹྡྷ
z ᐲᏪʔ̇

36,518
10,521

5,381
29,627

Profit/(loss) before income tax

ೢึکСþᑋฌ

Income tax (charge)/credit

ֺೢ͂߮ɃþᔝΑ

Profit for the period

౨ʑึС

Attributable to:
Equity holders of the Company
Minority interests

ᎶЌึСi
̯ʔ̇ᚬऩܛτɁ
ʭᅕٖᚬऩ

132,202
13

Earnings per share for profit
attributable to the equity holders
of the Company
— basic and diluted
(RMB cents)

̯ܘʔ̇ᚬऩܛτɁ
ᎶЌึС့߮ؿҰٖึС

Dividend

ٖࢠ

z ਥ̯ᚫᑁ
Ɂ̵ྫྷʗ

The notes on pages 35 to 62 are an integral part of the unaudited
condensed consolidated interim financial information.
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4

Six months ended 30th June
࿀ϭʒ˂ɍɊˀ˅ʒ˂
2007
2006
ɀཌྷཌྷȼα
ɀཌྷཌྷʒα
RMB’000
RMB’000
Ɂ̵ྫྷɝʏ
Ɂ̵ྫྷɝʏ
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910

(38,069)

(47,193)

92,555

85,009

54,486

101,797
(16,788)

86,738
(32,252)

85,009

54,486

14

5.02

5.05

15

—

—

35ࠒԷ62ࠒڃؿഽݯϊ̰ᄗ࣏ᓯע၃
ɻ౨ল৻ࢠڌኬؿȹʗe

As at 30th June 2007 כɀཌྷཌྷȼαʒ˂ɍɊˀ

Condensed Consolidated Statement Of Changes In Equity — Unaudited
̰ᄗ࣏ᓯע၃ᚬऩᛰ৽ٲ
Attributable to equity holders
of the Company
̯ʔ̇ᚬऩܛτɁᎶЌ
Share
capital
ٖ̯
RMB’000
Ɂ̵ྫྷɝʏ

Other
reserves
ԯˢௐ
RMB’000
Ɂ̵ྫྷɝʏ

Retained
Minority
earnings
interests
ړजึС ʭᅕٖᚬऩ
RMB’000
RMB’000
Ɂ̵ྫྷɝʏ
Ɂ̵ྫྷɝʏ

1,715,960

621,984

275,185

572,338

Total
ᐢᔾ
RMB’000
Ɂ̵ྫྷɝʏ

Balance at 1st January 2006

ɀཌྷཌྷʒαȹ˂ȹˀ

Profit for the period

̯౨ึС

—

—

86,738

(32,252)

54,486

2005 final dividend

ɀཌྷཌྷʄα̱౨ٖࢠ

—

—

(85,798)

(5,000)

(90,798)

—

—

—

319,608

319,608

Increase in minority interests as a result ʭᅕٖᚬऩ
of establishment of subsidiaries
ᄈ˱ z ณᄈڃᙔʔ̇

3,185,467

Balance at 30th June 2006

ɀཌྷཌྷʒαʒ˂ɍɊˀ

1,715,960

621,984

276,125

854,694

3,468,763

Balance at 1st January 2007

ɀཌྷཌྷȼαȹ˂ȹˀ

2,027,960

1,344,228

403,548

890,195

4,665,931

Profit for the period

̯౨ึС

—

—

101,797

(16,788)

85,009

2006 final dividend
Fair value gain on available-for-sale
financial assets, net of tax
Reserve realised upon disposal of
available-for-sale financial assets
Write-down of deferred income
tax liabilities resulted from the
new CIT Law (note 13(a))

—

—

(121,678)

(10,200)

(131,878)

—

162,029

—

—

162,029

—

(11,678 )

—

—

(11,678)

—

9,684

—

—

9,684

Increase in minority interests resulted
from the acquisition of a subsidiary

ɀཌྷཌྷʒα̱౨ٖࢠ
˿Ԝˮਕল৻༅ଐೢ܃
ʔʐძࠤᄈ˱
˿Ԝˮਕল৻༅ଐ
ˮਕᚬऩྡྷଊ
ณཕЗͬพֺೢؒ
ኒߎႮֺ֝ೢ
߲ඦಕʭ
ڃഽ13(a)
ʭᅕٖᚬऩ
ᄈ˱ z νᑪڃᙔʔ̇

—

—

—

14,265

14,265

Balance at 30th June 2007

ɀཌྷཌྷȼαʒ˂ɍɊˀ

2,027,960

1,504,263

383,667

877,472

4,793,362

The notes on pages 35 to 62 are an integral part of the unaudited
condensed consolidated interim financial information.

35ࠒԷ62ࠒڃؿഽݯϊ̰ᄗ࣏ᓯע၃
ɻ౨ল৻ࢠڌኬؿȹʗe

ࠖສพٖͫτࠉʔ̇ ɀཌྷཌྷȼαɻ౨ంй
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As at 30th June 2007 כɀཌྷཌྷȼαʒ˂ɍɊˀ

Condensed Consolidated Cash Flow Statement - Unaudited
̰ᄗ࣏ᓯע၃ଊٲݚټ
Six months ended 30th June
࿀ϭʒ˂ɍɊˀ˅ʒ˂
2007
2006
ɀཌྷཌྷȼα
ɀཌྷཌྷʒα
RMB’000
RMB’000
Ɂ̵ྫྷɝʏ
Ɂ̵ྫྷɝʏ
Net cash from/(used in) operating activities

Net cash from/(used in) investing activities

Net cash (used in)/ from financing activities

Net decrease in cash and cash equivalents

Cash and cash equivalents at 1st January

Cash and cash equivalents at 30th June

Ꮺؿ৽ݠଊټ
ݚɃþ३͂૱ᔾ

23,764

(2,303,732)

ҙ༅ؿ৽ݠଊټ
ݚɃþ३͂૱ᔾ

69,860

(50,550)

ጪ༅ؿ৽ݠଊټ
३͂þݚɃ૱ᔾ
ଊټʥଊټ೩ძذ
ಕʭɾ૱ᔾ

BEIJING CAPITAL LAND LTD. Interim Report 2007

(53,895)

1,547,952

(806,330)

כȹ˂ȹˀɾଊټʥ
ଊټ೩ძذ

3,706,833

1,864,284

כʒ˂ɍɊˀɾଊټʥ
ଊټ೩ძذ

3,652,938

1,057,954

The notes on pages 35 to 62 are an integral part of the unaudited
condensed consolidated interim financial information.

34

(147,519)

35ࠒԷ62ࠒڃؿഽݯϊ̰ᄗ࣏ᓯע၃
ɻ౨ল৻ࢠڌኬؿȹʗe

As at 30th June 2007 כɀཌྷཌྷȼαʒ˂ɍɊˀ

Notes to the Unaudited Condensed Consolidated Interim Financial Information
̰ᄗ࣏ᓯע၃ɻ౨ল৻ڃࢠڌഽ
1.

2.

GENERAL INFORMATION

1.

ʔ̇߇ౡ

Beijing Capital Land Ltd. (the “Company”) is a joint stock
limited company established in the People’s Republic of
China (the “PRC” or “China”) on 5th December 2002 as
a result of a reorganisation (the “Reorganisation”) of a
state-owned enterprise known as Capital Group in
preparation for a listing of the Company’s shares on the
Main Board of The Stock Exchange of Hong Kong Limited.
The Company was granted the status of sino-foreign joint
venture joint stock limited company on 28th November
2002.

ࠖສพٖͫτࠉʔ̯̇ʔ̇ݯȹࡼ
כɀཌྷཌྷɀαɊɀ˂ʄˀΕɻജɁ̵ͳ
ਝɻਝι͓ɾٖͫτࠉʔ̇cАݯȹ
ࡼΊࠖݯඑ྆ؿਝτͬพݯΕࠗಋᐲ
ֺ͚מτࠉʔ̇˚̟ɐ̟Ϥ൬Ϸࠇୂ
ࠇୂؿȹʗeכɀཌྷཌྷɀαɊȹ˂
ɀɊɄˀc̯ʔ̇Յݯɻ̔༅ٖͫτ
ࠉʔ̇ɾ༅ࣟe

The Company is principally engaged in real estate
development and investment. The subsidiaries are mainly
engaged in real estate development, investment and hotel
operations in the PRC. The Company and its subsidiaries
are herein collectively referred to as the “Group”. The
address of the Company’s registered office is Room 501,
No.1, Yingbin Zhong Road, Huairou District, Beijing, the
PRC.

̯ʔ̇˚߬พ৻ݯɠΔʥذพೕذพ
ҙ༅eڃᙔʔ̇߬˚ؿพ৻ݯΕɻਝ൬Ϸ
ذพೕࢄcҙ༅ʥৈ֙พ৻e̯ʔ̇ʥԯ
ڃᙔʔ̇ီ̯ݯඑ྆e̯ʔ̇ഽ˫Δ
эݯɻਝ˵ԕᕤܹਂٴႝɻ༏1໔501۩e

The Company has its primary listing on the Stock
Exchange.

̯ʔ̇߬˚ٖͫؿΕᐲֺ͚ɐ̟e

The unaudited condensed consolidated interim financial
information of the Group for the six months ended
30th June 2007 ( the “Unaudited Interim Financial
Information”) has been approved by the Board of
Directors on 17th August 2007.

̯එ྆࿀ϭɀཌྷཌྷȼαʒ˂ɍɊˀ౨ංؿ
̰ᄗ࣏ɾᓯע၃ɻ౨ল৻̰ࢠڌ
ᄗ࣏ɻ౨ল৻ࢠڌɰͅԑผΕɀཌྷ
ཌྷȼαɄ˂Ɋȼˀғe

BASIS OF PREPARATION
The Unaudited Interim Financial Information has been
prepared in accordance with Hong Kong Accounting
Standard ( “HKAS”) 34 “Interim Financial Reporting”
issued by the Hong Kong Institute of Certified Public
Accountants (the “HKICPA”).

2.

ᇁԹਥᓣ
ϊ̰ᄗ࣏ɻ౨ল৻ܘࢠڌ๑ࠗಋผ߮
ʔผཕЗɾࠗಋผ߮ๅڬ34໔ɻ౨ল৻
ంйᇁԹe

ࠖສพٖͫτࠉʔ̇ ɀཌྷཌྷȼαɻ౨ంй
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Notes to the Unaudited Condensed Consolidated Interim Financial Information
̰ᄗ࣏ᓯע၃ɻ౨ল৻ڃࢠڌഽ
3.

SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES

ผ߮ܧ೪

The Unaudited Interim Financial Information should be
read in conjunction with the 2006 annual consolidated
financial statements of the Group for the year ended 31st
December 2006 ( the “2006 Annual Financial
Statements”) which were prepared in accordance with
Hong Kong Financial Reporting Standards (“HKFRS”)
issued by the HKICPA.

ϊ̰ᄗ࣏ɻ౨ল৻ࢠڌᎶ̯එ྆ܘ๑
ࠗಋল৻ంйๅࠗͅڬಋผ߮ʔผཕ
ЗᇁԹؿ࿀ϭɀཌྷཌྷʒαɊɀ˂ɍɊȹˀ
˅α۹ɾα۹ল৻ంйɀཌྷཌྷʒαα۹
ল৻ంйȹቇᚾe

The accounting policies and methods of computation
used in the preparation of the Unaudited Interim Financial
Information are consistent with those used in the 2006
Annual Financial Statements, except that the Group has
adopted the following new standards, interpretations and
amendments to published standards (collectively the
“new/revised HKFRSs”) issued by the HKICPA which are
relevant to the Group’s operations and mandatory for the
financial year ending 31st December 2007:

ᇁԹϊ̰ᄗ࣏ɻ౨ল৻ࢠڌɾผ߮ܧ೪
ʥ့߮ʿؒၤᇁԹɀཌྷཌྷʒαα۹ল৻ం
йֺઔّ͂ȹߎeЎɎͶ̯එ྆ઔ͂ࠗಋ
ผ߮ʔผཕЗؿၤ̯එ྆࿀ϭɀཌྷཌྷȼ
αɊɀ˂ɍɊȹˀ˅লܧα۹༜Ꮺޚᗐؿ
ณๅڬdᘷ࠳߯ီݯณؿþ࠳߯
ࠗؿ܃ಋผ߮ๅڬʗ̔i

HKAS 1 (Amendment)

ࠗಋผ߮ๅڬ1࠳߯

HKFRS 7
HK(IFRIC) — Int 9

HK(IFRIC) — Int 10

36

3.

Presentation of Financial
Statements: Capital Disclosures
Financial Instruments:
Disclosures
Reassessment of Embedded
Derivatives
Interim Financial Reporting and
Impairment

ࠗಋল৻ంйๅڬ7
ࠗಋਝল৻ంй
ᘷկࡗผ
Ðᘷ9
ࠗಋਝল৻ంй
ᘷկࡗผ
Ðᘷ10

ল৻ంؿٲ
еంi༅̯ׄᚉ
ټጪɮԮiׄᚉ
ࠇณിЅৼɃβ
ߪ́ɮԮ
ɻ౨ంйʥಕࠤ

The adoption of the above new/revised HKFRSs in the current
period did not have any significant effect on the Unaudited
Interim Financial Information or result in any substantial
changes in the Group’s significant accounting policies.

̯එ྆ઔ͂˞ɐณؿ࠳߯ᓿࠗؿಋল৻
ంйๅ̰כྦྷڬᄗ࣏ɻ౨ল৻˞ࢠڌʥ
̯එ྆˚߬ผ߮ܧ೪Ӏτଐ́ࠇɣᄧᚊe

The HKICPA has also issued certain new standards,
interpretations and amendments which are not yet
effective for the year ending 31st December 2007. The
Group has not early adopted these standards,
interpretations and amendments in the Unaudited Interim
Financial Information but has already commenced an
assessment of the related impact to the Group. The Group
is not yet in a position to state whether any substantial
changes to Group’s significant accounting policies and
presentation of the financial statements will be resulted.

ࠗಋผ߮ʔผཕЗߗؿɳณๅڬdᘷ
ʥ࠳߯ᑹ̰Ε࿀ϭɀཌྷཌྷȼαɊɀ˂ɍɊ
ȹˀ˅α۹́ࢽe̯එ྆Εϊ̰ᄗ࣏ɻ
౨ল৻ࢠڌɻ̰ొکઔ͂Ԓณๅڬd
ᘷʥ࠳߯cЎɰնിЅԯྦྷ̯එ྆ؿ
ޚᗐᄧᚊcЎᑹɺॶᆢցඑ྆߬˚ؿผ߮
ܧ೪ল৻ంܰ߸ٲٲЯੀผೕ́ࠇɣᛰ
ʝe
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Notes to the Unaudited Condensed Consolidated Interim Financial Information
̰ᄗ࣏ᓯע၃ɻ౨ল৻ڃࢠڌഽ
4.

SEGMENT INFORMATION

4.

ʗ༅ࢿ

Primary reporting segments — business
segments

˚߬ʗంйѼβzพ৻ʗ

At 30th June 2007, the Group is organised into two main
business segments:

࿀ϭɀཌྷཌྷȼαʒ˂ɍɊˀcඑ྆כɻਝ
Ꮺ˚߬พ৻ʗi

(1)

Sales of properties and land use rights; and

(1)

ذพʥɠΔԚ͂ᚬሻਕhʥ

(2)

Hotel operations.

(2)

ৈ֙พ৻e

The segment results for the six months ended 30th June
2007 are as follows:

࿀ϭɀཌྷཌྷȼαʒ˂ɍɊˀ˅ʒ˂౨ං
ؿʗพᐜͶ͐ΣɎi

Properties and
land use rights sales
ذพʥɠΔ
Ԛ͂ᚬሻਕ
RMB’000
Ɂ̵ྫྷɝʏ

Hotel
operations

Group

ৈ֙พ৻
RMB’000
Ɂ̵ྫྷɝʏ

එ྆
RMB’000
Ɂ̵ྫྷɝʏ

Revenue

Ꮺพᔾ

238,442

115,084

353,526

Segment results

ʗพᐜ

208,936

(15,418)

193,518

Net unallocated costs (a)

̰ʗι̯(a)

(47,224)

Operating profit
Finance income and costs
Share of profits less losses of
— jointly controlled entities
— associates

ᏪึС
ጪ༅νɃၤι̯
ʗЌพᐜ
— ͳઁԹྡྷ
— ᐲᏪʔ̇

146,294
(61,131)

Profit before income tax

ೢึکС

132,202

Income tax expenses

ֺೢ͂

(47,193)

Profit for the period

౨ʑึС

36,518
10,521

—
—

36,518
10,521

85,009

ࠖສพٖͫτࠉʔ̇ ɀཌྷཌྷȼαɻ౨ంй
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Notes to the Unaudited Condensed Consolidated Interim Financial Information
̰ᄗ࣏ᓯע၃ɻ౨ল৻ڃࢠڌഽ
4.

38

SEGMENT INFORMATION (Continued)

4.

ʗ༅ࢿᙩ

Primary reporting segments — business
segments (Continued)

˚߬ʗంйѼβzพ৻ʗᙩ

The segment results for the six months ended 30th June
2006 were as follows:

࿀ϭɀཌྷཌྷʒαʒ˂ɍɊˀ˅ʒ˂౨ං
ؿʗพᐜͶ͐ΣɎi

Properties and
land use rights sales
ذพʥɠΔ
Ԛ͂ᚬሻਕ
RMB’000
Ɂ̵ྫྷɝʏ

Hotel
operations

Group

ৈ֙พ৻
RMB’000
Ɂ̵ྫྷɝʏ

එ྆
RMB’000
Ɂ̵ྫྷɝʏ

88,772

88,882

177,654

(33,282)

(23,812)

(57,094)

Revenue

Ꮺพᔾ

Segment results

ʗพᐜ

Net unallocated gains (b)

̰ʗ૱νऩ(b)

Operating profit
Finance income and costs
Share of profits less losses of
— jointly controlled entities
— associates

ᏪึС
ጪ༅νɃၤι̯
ʗЌพᐜ
— ͳઁԹྡྷ
— ᐲᏪʔ̇

Loss before income tax

ೢکᑋฌ

Income tax credit

ֺೢ͂ᔝΑ

92,555

Profit for the period

౨ʑึС

54,486

BEIJING CAPITAL LAND LTD. Interim Report 2007

58,004
910
(73,987)
5,381
29,627

—
—

5,381
29,627
(38,069)
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Notes to the Unaudited Condensed Consolidated Interim Financial Information
̰ᄗ࣏ᓯע၃ɻ౨ল৻ڃࢠڌഽ
4.

SEGMENT INFORMATION (Continued)

4.

ʗ༅ࢿᙩ

Primary reporting segments — business
segments (Continued)

˚߬ʗంйѼβzพ৻ʗᙩ

(a)

The net unallocated costs represent corporate
expenses.

(a)

̰ʗι̯ͬܞพʻe

(b)

The net unallocated gains represented excess of
acquirer’s interest in fair value of identifiable net
assets over cost of acquisition of a subsidiary (note
10 (d)), net of corporate expenses.

(b)

̰ʗ૱νऩܞνᑪȹࡼڃᙔʔ̇
ࣂcᎶЌֺνᑪ˿ፑ༅ଐ૱ࠤʔ̡
ࠤ൚༦νᑪι̯ɾᅕᔾڃഽ10(d)
ಕ˾ͬพʻe

There are no material sales or other transactions between
the business segments.

ʗංಲࠇɣሻਕʥͬพพ৻֡Ԟe

Other segment information included in the condensed
consolidated income statement are as follows:

ԯˢ˳фכฌऩؿٲʗพᐜ༅ΣɎi

Six months ended 30th June 2007
࿀ϭɀཌྷཌྷȼαʒ˂ɍɊˀ˅ʒ˂
Properties and
Hotel
land use rights sales
operations
Group
ذพʥɠΔ
Ԛ͂ᚬሻਕ
ৈ֙พ৻
එ྆
RMB’000
RMB’000
RMB’000
Ɂ̵ྫྷɝʏ
Ɂ̵ྫྷɝʏ
Ɂ̵ྫྷɝʏ
Depreciation
Amortisation
Reversal of impairment
of receivables

җᓿ
ᚫሻ
ҿΑвሏๅௐ

3,464
10,511
(10,987)

38,327
1,192
—

41,791
11,703
(10,987)

Six months ended 30th June 2006
࿀ϭɀཌྷཌྷʒαʒ˂ɍɊˀ˅ʒ˂
Properties and
Hotel
land use rights sales
operations
Group
ذพʥɠΔ
Ԛ͂ᚬሻਕ
ৈ֙พ৻
එ྆
RMB’000
RMB’000
RMB’000
Ɂ̵ྫྷɝʏ
Ɂ̵ྫྷɝʏ
Ɂ̵ྫྷɝʏ
Depreciation
Amortisation
Provision for impairment
of receivables

җᓿ
ᚫሻ
ొᅆвሏๅௐ

1,817
5,370

39,106
1,192

40,923
6,562

3,498

—

3,498

ࠖສพٖͫτࠉʔ̇ ɀཌྷཌྷȼαɻ౨ంй
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4.
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SEGMENT INFORMATION (Continued)

4.

ʗ༅ࢿᙩ

Primary reporting segments — business
segments (Continued)

˚߬ʗంйѼβzพ৻ʗᙩ

The segment assets and liabilities at 30th June 2007 and
capital expenditure for the six months ended 30th June
2007 are as follows:

כɀཌྷཌྷȼαʒ˂ɍɊˀؿʗ༅ଐ߲
ඦ˞ʥ࿀ϭɀཌྷཌྷȼαʒ˂ɍɊˀ˅ʒ
˂ؿ༅̯ʻͶ͐ΣɎi

Segment assets
Jointly controlled entities
Associates
Unallocated assets

ʗ༅ଐ
ͳઁԹྡྷ
ᐲᏪʔ̇
̰ʗ༅ଐ

Total assets

ᐢ༅ଐ

Segment liabilities
Unallocated liabilities

ʗ߲ඦ
̰ʗ߲ඦ

Total liabilities

ᐢ߲ඦ

Capital expenditure

༅̯ʻ
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Properties and
land use rights sales
ذพʥɠΔ
Ԛ͂ᚬሻਕ
RMB’000
Ɂ̵ྫྷɝʏ

Hotel
operations

Group

ৈ֙พ৻
RMB’000
Ɂ̵ྫྷɝʏ

එ྆
RMB’000
Ɂ̵ྫྷɝʏ

14,514,427
415,588
221,243

1,574,800
—
—

16,089,227
415,588
221,243
156,753
16,882,811

10,204,693

1,244,580

11,449,273
640,176
12,089,449

911,445

985

912,430
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4.

SEGMENT INFORMATION (Continued)

4.

ʗ༅ࢿᙩ

Primary reporting segments — business
segments (Continued)

˚߬ʗంйѼβzพ৻ʗᙩ

The segment assets and liabilities at 31st December 2006
and capital expenditure for the six months ended 30th
June 2006 are as follows:

כɀཌྷཌྷʒαɊɀ˂ɍɊȹˀؿʗ༅ଐ
߲ඦ˞ʥ࿀ϭɀཌྷཌྷʒαʒ˂ɍɊˀ˅
ʒ˂ؿ༅̯ʻͶ͐ΣɎi

Segment assets
Jointly controlled entities
Associates
Unallocated assets

ʗ༅ଐ
ͳઁԹྡྷ
ᐲᏪʔ̇
̰ʗ༅ଐ

Total assets

ᐢ༅ଐ

Segment liabilities
Unallocated liabilities

ʗ߲ඦ
̰ʗ߲ඦ

Total liabilities

ᐢ߲ඦ

Capital expenditure

༅̯ʻ

Properties and
land use rights sales
ذพʥɠΔ
Ԛ͂ᚬሻਕ
RMB’000
Ɂ̵ྫྷɝʏ

Hotel
operations

Group

ৈ֙พ৻
RMB’000
Ɂ̵ྫྷɝʏ

එ྆
RMB’000
Ɂ̵ྫྷɝʏ

13,133,569
222,890
249,639

1,605,711
—
—

14,739,280
222,890
249,639
175,052
15,386,861

8,230,071

1,240,830

9,470,901
1,250,029
10,720,930

2,702,900

22,146

2,725,046

Segment assets consist primarily of property, plant and
equipment, land use rights, properties under
development, available-for-sale financial assets,
inventories, properties held for sale, properties under
development for sale, receivables and operating cash.
They exclude deferred income tax assets, corporate
assets, investments in jointly controlled entities and
associates.

ʗ༅ଐ˚߬˳ذܢพdᄥָdஉௐd
ɠΔԚ͂ᚬdೕɻذพd˿ˮਕল৻༅
ଐdΦஒdۿˮਕɰໃιذพdۿˮਕ
ೕɻذพdᎶνಁඖ˞ʥᏪพ༅ټeɺ˳
ܢႮ֝ೢඖ༅ଐdͳ༅ଐ˞ʥྦྷͳઁ
ԹྡྷᐲᏪʔ̇ؿҙ༅e

Segment liabilities comprise operating liabilities. They
exclude items such as tax payable and dividend payable.

ʗ߲ඦ˳ܢᏪ߲ඦcɺ˳ܢᎶᖔೢಁ
Ꮆ˟ٖСe

ࠖສพٖͫτࠉʔ̇ ɀཌྷཌྷȼαɻ౨ంй
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4.

5.

SEGMENT INFORMATION (Continued)

ʗ༅ࢿᙩ

Primary reporting segments — business
segments (Continued)

˚߬ʗంйѼβzพ৻ʗᙩ

Capital expenditure comprises additions to property, plant
and equipment, land use rights and properties under
development, including additions resulting from
acquisitions through business combinations.

༅̯ʻ˳ذܢพdᄥָஉௐdɠΔԚ
͂ᚬؿᄈ˱˞ʥೕɻذพۺؿஉc͛˳
ܢ༦ͬพԡᏵؿೕɻذพe

Secondary reporting segments geographical segments

ω߬ʗంйÐΔਂʗ

No geographical segment analysis is presented as the
assets and operations of the Group are primarily located
in the PRC.

̯ͅכඑ྆˚߬ؿ༅ଐʥพ৻яϽכɻਝ
ྊʑcܨԎಲιͶܘΔਂʗؿʗ༅
ࢿe

CAPITAL EXPENDITURE
During the six months ended 30th June 2007, the Group
acquired property, plant and equipment, land use rights
and properties under development of RMB4,537,000,
RMB66,413,000 and RMB841,480,000 respectively
(2006: RMB26,308,000, RMB1,620,666,000 and
RMB1,078,072,000 respectively). Out of total capital
expenditure as set out above, properties under
development of RMB442,353,000 (2006: Nil) was
acquired through the acquisition of a subsidiary.
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5.

༅̯ʻ
࿀ϭɀཌྷཌྷȼαʒ˂ɍɊˀʒ˂౨ංc
̯එ྆ສذพdᄥָஉௐcɠΔԚ͂
ᚬʥೕɻذพcʗПݯɁ̵ྫྷ4,537,000
ʏcɁ̵ྫྷ66,413,000ʏɁ̵ྫྷ
841,480,000ʏɀཌྷཌྷʒαiʗПݯɁ̵
ྫྷ26,308,000ʏ, Ɂ̵ྫྷ1,620,666,000ʏ
Ɂ̵ྫྷ1,078,072,000ʏeɐࠍֺͶ͐
ؿ༅̯ʻɻcೕɻذพɁ̵ྫྷ
442,353,000ʏɀཌྷཌྷʒαiಲ༦νᑪ
ȹࡼڃᙔʔ̇Ᏽe
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6.

TRADE AND OTHER RECEIVABLES

6.

Trade receivables
Less: provisions for impairment
of receivables

Ꮆνሏಁ
ಕiвሏๅௐ

Trade receivables — net
Deposits and advances to suppliers
Other receivables — net
Income tax prepayments
Other tax prepayments
Other prepayments
Amounts due from jointly
controlled entities
Amounts due from associates
Amounts due from
one investee company (b)
Amount due from a fellow subsidiary
Amounts due from minority
shareholders of subsidiaries
Deposit for tender of land
Advance for investment in a jointly
controlled entity

Ꮆνሏಁ z ૱ᔾ
ټܘʥད˟ሏಁ
ԯˢᎶνಁඖ z ૱ᔾ
ད˟ֺೢಁ
ԯˢད˟ೢಁ
ԯˢད˟ಁඖ
ᎶνͳઁԹྡྷಁඖ

(a)

ᎶνሏಁʥԯˢᎶνಁඖ
As at
30th June
2007
ɀཌྷཌྷȼα
ʒ˂ɍɊˀ
RMB’000
Ɂ̵ྫྷɝʏ

As at
31st December
2006
ɀཌྷཌྷʒα
Ɋɀ˂ɍɊȹˀ
RMB’000
Ɂ̵ྫྷɝʏ

304,207

295,588

(59)

ᎶνᐲᏪʔ̇ಁඖ
Ꮆνȹҙ༅ʔ̇ಁඖ(b)
Ꮆνӡڃᙔʔ̇ಁඖ
Ꮆνڃᙔʔ̇ɾ
ʭᅕٖಁඖ
ɠΔҙᅟټുړ
ΉͳઁԹྡྷད˟ҙ༅ಁ

The carrying amounts of trade and other
receivables approximate their fair values.

(a)

(53)

304,148
86,519
890,845
174,395
224,219
71,452

295,535
157,918
165,816
66,175
138,599
31,842

215,004
—
200,000

208,167
714,924
200,000

27,707

27,372

31,402
210,739

116,809
440,610

—

30,000

2,436,430

2,593,767

ᎶνሏಁၤԯˢᎶνಁඖɾʔ̡ࠤ
ၤሏࠍࠤߗޚe

ࠖສพٖͫτࠉʔ̇ ɀཌྷཌྷȼαɻ౨ంй
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6.

TRADE AND OTHER RECEIVABLES
(Continued)

ᎶνሏಁʥԯˢᎶνಁඖᙩ

(b)

During the year 2006, the Company and Super
Shine Company Ltd. (“Super Shine”), an investee
company, jointly contributed in the establishment
of Beijing Capital Hui Huang Real Estate Ltd.
(“Huihuang”); and obtained the land use rights
of Beijing Chaoyang District Da Tun Bei Din Cun
project through setting up a tender coalition. Due
to changes to the project, the Company and Super
Shine, together with Beijing Municipal Bureau of
State Land and Resources, discharged the
“Contract on the Grant of the State-owned Land”
and retrieved the land grant deposit. The Company
and Super Shine have decided to clear the
accounts of Huihuang. Super Shine withdrew its
capital contributed to Huihuang of
RMB200,000,000 and this resulted in the
receivable balance.

(b)

ɀཌྷཌྷʒα۹c̯ʔ̇ၤȹҙ༅
ʔ̇ᄤϹඈٖͮͫτࠉʔ̇ඈͮ
ٖͫͳˮ༅உ͓˵ԕࠖሣ๕
ສพτࠉʔ̇ሣ๕c༦ୂᓱ
ҙᐲؿʿβՅȿ˵ԕ̟౩
ඈਂɣʰ˵Ҧඖ͌ɠΔԚ͂ᚬe
ΐඖ͌ೕ́ᛰʝc̯ʔ̇ඈٖͮ
ͫၤ˵ԕ̟ਝɠ༅ѫȿਝτ
ɠΔˮᜑcԎνΑȿɠΔˮᜑ
ټe̯ʔ̇ၤඈٖͮͫҺցੀሣ๕
့eඈٖͮͫੀԯഽ˫༅̯ټɁ
̵ྫྷ200,000,000ʏνΑcΐϊѼι
౨̱Ꮆνಁඖᔾe

(c)

The ageing analysis of the trade receivables was
as follows:

(c)

ᎶνሏಁɾሏᙍʗΣɎi

Within half year
Over half year and within
one year
Over one year

˸α˞ʑ
˸αϭȹα
ȹα˞ɐ

The trade receivable balances outstanding for
more than one year are mainly sales of office
building units in bulk and large pieces of
developed land.
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As at
30th June
2007
ɀཌྷཌྷȼα
ʒ˂ɍɊˀ
RMB’000
Ɂ̵ྫྷɝʏ

As at
31st December
2006
ɀཌྷཌྷʒα
Ɋɀ˂ɍɊȹˀ
RMB’000
Ɂ̵ྫྷɝʏ

13,937

262,197

258,382
31,888

12,393
20,998

304,207

295,588

ྦྷכሏᙍɣכȹαؿᎶνሏಁc˚߬ܰֆ
̰Է༠ցؿνಁ౨ࠉؿɣᔾᄘΥᅢ
ʥɰೕɠΔሻਕಁe
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6.

7.

TRADE AND OTHER RECEIVABLES
(Continued)

6.

ᎶνሏಁʥԯˢᎶνಁඖᙩ

(d)

The credit terms in connection with sales of
properties and land use rights granted to the
customers are set out in the sale and purchase
agreements and vary from agreements. There is
no concentration of credit risk with respect to trade
receivables, as the Group has a large number of
diversified customers.

(d)

ذพɠΔԚ͂ᚬሻਕɻʀ۪ʸ
ɾڌ൘౨ࠉܘɺɾൕሒϤ߯
͓e̯ͅכඑ྆τଠΛ۪ʸcΐϊ
ᎶνಁԎಲඑɻڌؿ൘ࠓ፮e

(e)

The amounts due from jointly controlled entities
and associates are unsecured, carry interests at
prevailing market rate and have no fixed terms of
repayment.

(e)

ᎶνͳઁԹྡྷᐲᏪʔ̇ؿಁ
ඖಲאc̟ܘСଅ߮ࢠc˘ಲ
՞ցᑹ౨e

(f)

The amounts due from minority shareholders of
subsidiaries and a fellow subsidiary are
unsecured, interest free and have no fixed terms
of repayment.

(f)

Ꮆνڃᙔʔ̇ɾʭᅕٖȹӡ
ڃᙔʔ̇ؿಁඖಲאcЛࢠ˘ಲ
՞ցᑹ౨e

SHARE CAPITAL

7.

ٖ̯

Number of Number of non-H
domestic shares of foreign shares of
RMB1 each
RMB1 each
Ұٖ
Ұٖ
Ɂ̵ྫྷ1ʏؿ
Ɂ̵ྫྷ1ʏؿ
ʑ༅ٖ
ڈHٖ̔༅ٖ
ٖᅕ
ٖᅕ

Number of H Total number of
shares of
shares of
RMB1 each
RMB1 each
Ұٖ
Ɂ̵ྫྷ1ʏؿ
Hٖٖᅕ

Ұٖ
Ɂ̵ྫྷ1ʏؿ
ٖᅕ߮

RMB’000
Ɂ̵ྫྷɝʏ

Registered, issued and fully paid:
As at 1st January 2006

ɰೕϷʥᖔӷٖ̯i
ɀཌྷཌྷʒαȹ˂ȹˀ

680,405,700

357,998,300

677,556,000

1,715,960,000

1,715,960

As at 30th June 2006
Placement of H shares

ɀཌྷཌྷʒαʒ˂ɍɊˀ
Hٖਕ

680,405,700
(31,200,000 )

357,998,300
—

677,556,000
343,200,000

1,715,960,000
312,000,000

1,715,960
312,000

As at 31st December 2006

ɀཌྷཌྷʒαɊɀ˂ɍɊȹˀ

649,205,700

357,998,300

1,020,756,000

2,027,960,000

2,027,960

Registered, issued and fully paid
As at 1st January and 30th June 2007

ɰೕϷʥᖔӷٖ̯i
ɀཌྷཌྷȼαȹ˂ȹˀʥ
ʒ˂ɍɊˀ

649,205,700

357,998,300

1,020,756,000

2,027,960,000

2,027,960

ࠖສพٖͫτࠉʔ̇ ɀཌྷཌྷȼαɻ౨ంй
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8.

TRADE AND OTHER PAYABLES

8.

Trade payables
Notes payables
Advances from customers
Dividends payable
Accrued construction costs(f)
Amount due to a fellow subsidiary
Amounts due to minority
shareholders of subsidiaries(d)
Other payables

Ꮆ˟ሏಁ
Ꮆ˟ኣ
དνሏಁ
Ꮆ˟ٖС
Ꮆ߮ۺዾ͂(f)
Ꮆ˟ӡڃᙔʔ̇ಁඖ
Ꮆ˟ڃᙔʔ̇ɾ
ʭᅕٖಁඖ(d)
ԯˢᎶ˟ಁඖ

Less: non-current portion (a)
Amounts due to minority
shareholders of subsidiaries

ಕi৽ݚڈͫ(a)
Ꮆ˟ڃᙔʔ̇ɾ
ʭᅕٖಁඖ

Ꮆ˟ሏಁʥԯˢᎶ˟ಁඖ
As at
30th June
2007
ɀཌྷཌྷȼα
ʒ˂ɍɊˀ
RMB’000
Ɂ̵ྫྷɝʏ

As at
31st December
2006
ɀཌྷཌྷʒα
Ɋɀ˂ɍɊȹˀ
RMB’000
Ɂ̵ྫྷɝʏ

48,484
8,251
3,953,811
61,001
811,955
—

23,358
16,846
2,515,277
55,140
908,146
25,706

494,815
336,495

480,010
356,012

5,714,812

4,380,495

(313,517)
5,401,295
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(315,966)
4,064,529

(a)

All non-current payables are due within five years from
the balance sheet date.

(a)

ֺτ৽ݚڈᎶ˟ሏಁяכ༅ଐ߲ඦˀ܃
ʄαʑԷ౨e

(b)

The carrying amounts of trade and other payables
approximate their fair values.

(b)

Ꮆ˟ሏಁၤԯˢᎶ˟ಁඖɾʔ̡ࠤၤሏ
ࠍࠤߗޚe

(c)

At 31st December 2006, the amount due to a fellow
subsidiary is unsecured, interest free and has no fixed
terms of repayment.

(c)

כɀཌྷཌྷʒαɊɀ˂ɍɊȹˀcᎶ˟
ӡڃᙔʔ̇ಁඖಲאdЛࢠ˘ಲ՞ց
ᑹ౨e

(d)

Except for amounts of RMB85,896,000 and
RMB313,517,000 (31st December 2006:
RMB85,896,000 and RMB315,966,000) which will
expire in 2007 and 2009 respectively, the amounts due
to minority shareholders of subsidiaries are unsecured,
carry interests at prevailing market rates and have no
fixed terms of repayment.

(d)

 ԯ ɻ Ɂ ̵ ྫྷ85,896,000ʏ  Ɂ ̵ ྫྷ
313,517,000ʏcɀཌྷཌྷʒαɊɀ˂ɍ
Ɋȹˀ: Ɂ̵ྫྷ85,896,000ʏɁ̵ྫྷ
315,966,000ʏcੀʗПכɀཌྷཌྷȼα
ɀཌྷཌྷȾαԷ౨̔cᎶ˟ڃᙔʔ̇ɾ
ʭᅕٖಁඖಲאc̟ܘСଅ߮
ࢠc˘ಲ՞ցᑹ౨e
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8.

TRADE AND OTHER PAYABLES
(Continued)
(e)

The ageing analysis of the trade payables was as
follows:

Within half year
Over half year and within
one year
Over one year

(f)

8.

Ꮆ˟ሏಁʥԯˢᎶ˟ಁඖᙩ
(e)

˸α˞ʑ
˸αϭȹα
ȹα˞ɐ

All the accrued construction costs are aged less
than half a year.

(f)

Ꮆ˟ሏಁɾሏᙍʗΣɎi

As at
30th June
2007
ɀཌྷཌྷȼα
ʒ˂ɍɊˀ
RMB’000
Ɂ̵ྫྷɝʏ

As at
31st December
2006
ɀཌྷཌྷʒα
Ɋɀ˂ɍɊȹˀ
RMB’000
Ɂ̵ྫྷɝʏ

39,117

6,226

3,004
6,363

11,422
5,710

48,484

23,358

ֺτᎶ߮ۺዾ͂ሏᙍΕ˸α˞
ʑe

ࠖສพٖͫτࠉʔ̇ ɀཌྷཌྷȼαɻ౨ంй
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9.

BANK LOANS

ႺϷ൘ಁ
As at
30th June
2007
ɀཌྷཌྷȼα
ʒ˂ɍɊˀ
RMB’000
Ɂ̵ྫྷɝʏ

As at
31st December
2006
ɀཌྷཌྷʒα
Ɋɀ˂ɍɊȹˀ
RMB’000
Ɂ̵ྫྷɝʏ

Long-term bank loans
— secured
— unsecured

ٽ౨ႺϷ൘ಁ
— τא
— ಲא

4,278,465
600,000

4,734,261
400,000

Current portion

৽ݚʗ

4,878,465
(400,000)

5,134,261
—

4,478,465

5,134,261

500,000
417,000

—
517,000

917,000

517,000

5,795,465

5,651,261

Short-term bank loans
— secured
— unsecured

Total bank loans
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9.

BANK LOANS (Continued)

9.

Movements in bank loans are analysed as follows:

ႺϷ൘ಁᙩ
ႺϷ൘ಁᛰ৽ʗΣɎi
RMB’000
Ɂ̵ྫྷɝʏ

As at 1st January 2007
New bank loans raised
Repayment of bank loans

כɀཌྷཌྷȼαȹ˂ȹˀᔾ
ʻՅณႺϷ൘ಁ
ᑹႺϷ൘ಁ

As at 30th June 2007

כɀཌྷཌྷȼαʒ˂ɍɊˀᔾ

5,795,465

As at 1st January 2006
New bank loans raised
Repayment of bank loans

כɀཌྷཌྷʒαȹ˂ȹˀᔾ
ʻՅณႺϷ൘ಁ
ᑹႺϷ൘ಁ

5,168,136
1,300,000
(114,598)

As at 30th June 2006

כɀཌྷཌྷʒαʒ˂ɍɊˀᔾ

6,353,538

5,651,261
1,550,000
(1,405,796)

The effective interests rate at the balance sheet date were
ranged from 5.27% to 6.33% (31st December 2006:
5.15% to 6.16%) per annum.

כɀཌྷཌྷȼαʒ˂ɍɊˀcႺϷ൘ಁɾྡྷ
αСଅʍ˝5.27% Է 6.33%ɾංɀཌྷཌྷʒ
αɊɀ˂ɍɊȹˀi 5.15% Է 6.16%e

As at 30th June 2007, bank loans of RMB4,500,000,000
(31st December 2006: RMB4,500,000,000) and bank
loans of RMB 278,465,000 (31st December 2006: RMB
234,261,000) were secured by rights to yield on certain
land (income from the sale of land and other income
obtained from the utilisation of the related lands) and
certain of the Group’s properties under development
respectively.

כɀཌྷཌྷȼαʒ˂ɍɊˀcτؿאႺϷ
൘ಁɁ̵ྫྷ4,500,000,000ʏɀཌྷཌྷʒα
Ɋɀ˂ɍɊȹˀiɁ̵ྫྷ4,500,000,000
ʏႺϷ൘ಁɁ̵ྫྷ278,465,000ʏɀཌྷ
ཌྷʒαɊɀ˂ɍɊȹˀiɁ̵ྫྷ
234,261,000ʏʗП˞̯එ྆ʗذพɾ
ɠΔνऩᚬ̯එ྆ᔝᜑ೩ɠΔֶ˞ԯˢ
ʿβС͂೩ɠΔᏵؿνऩ˞ʥ̯එ྆
ɾೕɻذพАאݯe
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10. ԯˢνऩz૱ᔾ

10. OTHER GAINS-NET

Six months ended 30th June
࿀ϭʒ˂ɍɊˀ˅ʒ˂
2007
2006
ɀཌྷཌྷȼα
ɀཌྷཌྷʒα
RMB’000
RMB’000
Ɂ̵ྫྷɝʏ
Ɂ̵ྫྷɝʏ
Net gain on disposal of an associate (a)
Net gain on disposal of availablefor-sale financial assets (b)
LAT of a subsidiary (c)
Excess of acquirer’s interest in fair
value of identifiable net assets
over cost (d)
Loss on share reform of an associate
Others

ᐲᏪʔ̇ᔝᜑνऩ(a)
˿ˮਕল৻༅ଐ
ˮਕνऩ(b)
ɥʔ̇ᖔढ़ؿ
ɠΔᄈࠤೢ(c)
Ꮆ˻ֺνᑪ˿ፑ༅ଐ૱ࠤ
ʔ̡ࠤ൚༦νᑪι̯ɾ
ᅕᔾ(d)
ඈٖٖͮͫᚬʗສ͂
ԯˢ

103,184

—

50,751

—

—

(30,000)

—
—
9,889

127,480
(30,053)
(660)

163,824
ڃഽi

Notes:
(a)

The Group recognised a net gain of RMB 103,184,000
resulting from disposal of its entire 45% equity interest
in Beijing Jinyaguang Real Estate Development
Company Limited, a then associate of the Group.

(a)

̯౨ʑ̯ʔ̇ΐ୮ສȹංᐲᏪʔ̇˵ԕ
ټԓָͮΔଐೕτࠉʔ̇45%ٖؿᚬ
ᆢႏ૱νऩɁ̵ྫྷ103,184,000ʏe

(b)

The Group recognised a net gain of RMB 50,751,000
resulting from disposal of a portion of its equity
investments in Super Shine which was designated as
available-for-sale financial assets.

(b)

̯౨ʑ̯ʔ̇ΐ୮ສܛτ˿ؿˮਕল৻
༅ଐؿඈٖٖͮͫؿᆢႏ૱νऩɁ̵
ྫྷ50,751,000ʏe

(c)

In 2003, upon the reorganisation and the listing of the
Company, a deed of tax indemnity has been entered
into between the Promoters and the Group whereby the
Promoters undertake to indemnify the Group in respect
of, inter alia, all Land Appreciation Tax (“LAT”) payable
in consequence of the disposal of the Group’s existing
properties as at 30th April 2003.

(c)

כɀཌྷཌྷɍαcΕ̯ʔ̇ࠇୂʥɐ̟༦
ೡɻcೕɁ̯כඑ͓྆߯ೢඖላړ
ᖬۖcኣϊcೕɁֻጻcగԯɻ˳
ܢˮਕ̯එ྆࿀ϭɀཌྷཌྷɍα̒˂ɍɊ
ˀɰΦΕذؿพኒߎֺؿτᎶᖔढ़ɠΔ
ᄈࠤೢላ̯එ྆e

כɀཌྷཌྷʄαʥɀཌྷཌྷʒαc̯එ྆અ
Ᏽτᗐೢ৻ዀ࿚గʗඖ͌߬ұᖔढ़ɠ
Δᄈࠤೢؿكcԑ࣓ኣ̯ʔ̇ྦྷɠ
Δᄈࠤೢᖔढ़τᗐ߬ұؿᐃcࠇณЅ
߮ԎᅆௐȿɠΔᄈࠤೢcκຝֺؿޘ
ೢ܃cੀͅೕɁʀ˞e

In 2005 and 2006, the Group has received certain
demands from the tax authorities regarding the payment
of LAT. Accordingly, the directors reconsidered and
provided the LAT exposure based on their latest
understanding of LAT regulations from tax authorities.
The whole amount after netting off potential income tax
saving would be compensated by promoters.
(d)
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66,767

The Group recognised an excess of acquirer’s interest
in fair value of identifiable net assets over cost of
RMB127,480,000 which was resulted from the
acquisition of a subsidiary, Beijing East Ocean United
Investment Co., Ltd.
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(d)

̯౨ʑ̯ʔ̇ᆢႏΐνᑪȹංڃᙔʔ̇
˵ԕࣵᐲҙ༅ೕࢄτࠉʔ̇ѼιᎶ
˻ֺνᑪ˿ፑ༅ଐ૱ࠤʔ̡ࠤ൚༦νᑪ
ι̯ɾᅕᔾɁ̵ྫྷ127,480,000e
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11. ᏪึС

11. OPERATING PROFIT
Operating profit is stated after charging/(crediting) the
following:

ᏪึСɰκþ߮ɃɎͶΈඖi

Six months ended 30th June
࿀ϭʒ˂ɍɊˀ˅ʒ˂
2007
2006
ɀཌྷཌྷȼα
ɀཌྷཌྷʒα
RMB’000
RMB’000
Ɂ̵ྫྷɝʏ
Ɂ̵ྫྷɝʏ
Depreciation
Amortisation
(Reversal of)/provision for impairments
of receivables
Employee benefit expenses (included
directors’ emoluments)
Advertising and promotion
Cost of properties and land use
rights sold
— Land use rights
— Finance cost capitalised in cost
of properties
— Development cost
Cost of inventories sold in relation
to hotel operations

җᓿ
ᚫሻ
ҿΑþొᅆвሏๅௐ
ࡗɮ༅ʥါС˳ܢ
ԑ༭ټ
ᄤй͂
ذพʥɠΔԚ͂ᚬሻਕ
z ɠΔԚ͂ᚬ
z ذพι̯ɻؿ༅̯ʝСࢠ
z ۺዾι̯
ৈ֙พ৻ɾقઅι̯

41,791
11,703

40,923
6,562

(10,987)

3,498

70,520
22,854

55,672
16,407

20,562

111

3,625
124,630

—
72,449

11,503

11,792

ࠖສพٖͫτࠉʔ̇ ɀཌྷཌྷȼαɻ౨ంй
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12. FINANCE INCOME AND COSTS

12. ጪ༅νɃၤι̯
Six months ended 30th June
࿀ϭʒ˂ɍɊˀ˅ʒ˂
2007
2006
ɀཌྷཌྷȼα
ɀཌྷཌྷʒα
RMB’000
RMB’000
Ɂ̵ྫྷɝʏ
Ɂ̵ྫྷɝʏ

Financial income
Interest income on bank deposits
and balances
Net foreign exchange gains on
financial activities

Financial costs
Interest expenses on
— bank loans, wholly repayable within
five years
— bank loans, not wholly repayable
within five years
— amounts due to minority
shareholders of subsidiaries,
wholly repayable within five years

Less: Amounts capitalised in properties
under development
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ጪ༅νɃ
ႺϷΦಁСࢠνɃ
ጪ༅ؿ৽ݠමЙ૱νऩ

ጪ༅ι̯
Сࢠ͂
z כʄαʑͲ
bbbᑹႺϷ൘ಁ
z ˇכʄαʑͲ
bbbᑹႺϷ൘ಁ
z כʄαʑͲ
bbbᑹڃؿᙔʔ̇
bbbɾʭᅕٖࠥಁ

ಕiೕɻذพؿ
bbb༅̯ʝټᔾ

24,586

16,028

13,641

—

38,227

16,028

(104,603)

(98,311)

(67,723)

(55,264)

(17,254)

(5,473)

(189,580)

(159,048)

90,222

69,033

(99,358)

(90,015)

(61,131)

(73,987)
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13. ֺೢ

13. INCOME TAX
No provision for Hong Kong profits tax has been made
as the Group has no estimated assessable profits in Hong
Kong for the six months ended 30th June 2007 (2006:
Nil). PRC income tax is computed according to the
relevant laws and regulations in the PRC. The applicable
income tax rate is 33% (2006: 33%).

̯එ̯྆כ౨ංԎಲͨЄࠗಋᎶᇾೢึ
СcܨԎಲొՅͨЄࠗಋСೢๅௐɀཌྷ
ཌྷʒαiಲeɻਝֺೢ࣓ܰኣɻਝޚᗐ
ؒ܁ʥؒஃ့߮eሬֺ͂ೢଅݯ33%ɀ
ཌྷཌྷʒαi33%e

Six months ended 30th June
࿀ϭʒ˂ɍɊˀ˅ʒ˂
2007
2006
ɀཌྷཌྷȼα
ɀཌྷཌྷʒα
RMB’000
RMB’000
Ɂ̵ྫྷɝʏ
Ɂ̵ྫྷɝʏ
Current income tax
PRC income tax
Overprovision in prior years

̯౨ֺೢ
ɻਝֺೢ
ᔝΑ˞کα۹Λ
߮ొֺೢ

Deferred income tax
Ⴎ֝ೢಁ
Write-down of deferred income tax assets ณཕЗͬؿพֺೢؒኒߎ
Ⴎֺ֝ೢ༅ଐಕʭ(a)
resulted from the new CIT Law (a)
Income tax charge/(credit)

ֺೢ͂߮ɃþᔝΑ

46,885

2,553

—

(66,902)

46,885

(64,349)

(8,128)

(28,206)

8,436
47,193

—
(92,555)

ࠖສพٖͫτࠉʔ̇ ɀཌྷཌྷȼαɻ౨ంй
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13. INCOME TAX (Continued)

ڃഽi

Note:
(a)

On 16th March 2007, the National People’s Congress
approved the Corporate Income Tax Law of the People’s
Republic of China (the “new CIT Law”). The new CIT
Law reduces the corporate income tax rate applicable
to the Group from 33% to 25% with effect from 1st
January 2008. As a result of the new CIT Law, the
carrying values of deferred income tax assets and
deferred income tax liabilities have been written down
by approximate RMB 8,436,000 and RMB 9,684,000
respectively during the six months period ended 30th
June 2007. The write-down of deferred income tax
liabilities of RMB9,684,000 was credited directly against
equity as the related deferred income tax liabilities
previously recognised in connection with the fair value
gains on available-for-sale financial assets were charged
directly against equity in prior years.
The new CIT Law provides that further detailed measures
and regulations on the determination of taxable profit,
tax incentives and grandfathering provisions will be
issued by the State Council in due course. As and when
the State Council announces the additional regulations,
the Group will assess their impact, if any, and this
change in accounting estimate will be accounted for
prospectively.

14. EARNINGS PER SHARE (BASIC AND
DILUTED)
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13. ֺೢᙩ

(a)

ͲਝɁ̵ˤٲɣผכɀཌྷཌྷȼαɍ˂Ɋ
ʒˀ༦ȿɻജɁ̵ͳਝͬพֺೢ
ؒ
ณֺೢؒeณֺೢؒሬ͂ؿ
ͬพֺೢଅੀϬɀཌྷཌྷɄαȹ˂ȹˀ
͌کਨϷؿ33%ሁኬݯ25%eͅྡྷכ
ܪณֺೢؒcכ࿀ϭɀཌྷཌྷȼαʒ˂
ɍɊˀ˅౨ංɰᆢႏؿႮֺ֝ೢ༅ଐ
Ⴎֺ֝ೢ߲ඦࠍძࠤੀΐϊʗП
ಕʭɁ̵ྫྷ 8,436,000ʏɁ̵ྫྷ
9,684,000ʏeک˞כα۹cͅ˿כԜˮ
ਕল৻༅ଐʔʐࠤؿᄈ˱cᆢႏȿޚᎶ
ؿႮֺ֝ೢ߲ඦԎقઅ߮Ƀᚬऩh̯
౨cͅכณֺೢؒܪྡྷؿcԚႮ֝
ֺೢ߲ඦಕɩɁ̵ྫྷ9,684,000ʏc
ټᔾ͛قઅ߮Ƀᚬऩe

ณֺೢؒɻᗐכᎶढ़ೢֺೢᔾ߮ؿ
့dԮؿೢνయܧ೪dೢνయؿ
༦ಎፒؒ೩ؿԮྡྷܪʿֶؒԯˢޚᗐ
ؒஃੀͅਝ৻ᙩཕЗe̯එ྆ੀΕ
ɐ߸ԮፒؒʥԯˢޚᗐஃցཕЗ܃c
൬ȹүിძณֺೢؒྦྷ̯එ྆ؿᄧ
ᚊcߗτᄧᚊcੀϣᄬผ߮Ѕ߮ؿҝ
ᛰད౨ؿᄧᚊe

14. ҰٖึСਥ̯ᚫᑁ

The calculation of basic earnings per share is based on
the Group’s profit attributable to equity holders of the
Company for the six months ended 30th June 2007 of
RMB101,797,000 (2006: RMB86,738,000) divided by
2,027,960,000 shares (2006: 1,715,960,000 shares) in
issue during the period.

࿀ϭɀཌྷཌྷȼαʒ˂ɍɊˀؿҰٖਥ̯ึ
С࣓ܰኣ̯එٖ྆ؿᎶЌึСݯɁ̵
ྫྷ101,797,000ʏɀཌྷཌྷʒαiɁ̵ྫྷ
86,738,000ʏ ̯ ౨ ං ʑ ɰ ೕ Ϸ ٖ ᅕ
2 , 0 2 7 , 9 6 0 , 0 0 0 ٖ ߮ ့ɀ ཌྷ ཌྷ ʒ α i
1,715,960,000ٖe

Diluted earnings per share is equal to the basic earnings
per share since the Company has no divided potential
shares as at 30th June 2007 and 2006.

࿀ϭɀཌྷཌྷʒαʥɀཌྷཌྷȼαʒ˂ɍɊˀ
˅ʒ˂c̯එ྆ԎಲᅶΕɾᚫᑁٖͫc
ܨҰٖᚫᑁึСၤҰٖਥ̯ึСޚ೩e
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15. ɻ౨ٖࢠ

15. DIVIDEND

ԑผҺᘪɺݢೕ࿀ϭɀཌྷཌྷȼαʒ˂ɍ
Ɋˀ˅ʒ˂ɾɻ౨ٖࢠɀཌྷཌྷʒαi
ಲe

The Board has resolved not to declare any interim
dividend in respect of the six months ended 30th June
2007 ( 2006: Nil).

16. พ৻ԡ

16. BUSINESS COMBINATIONS
On 18th April 2007, the Group acquired 85% equity
interest in Tianjin Banshan Renjia Real Estate Co., Ltd.
(“Tianjin Banshan”) which is principally engaged in real
estate development, for cash consideration of RMB
80,830,000.

כɀཌྷཌྷȼα̒˂ɊɄˀc̯එ྆ᑪɃʨ
ݛЂɬɁࡼສพτࠉʔ̇85%ٖؿᚬe
ʔ̇˚߬ԑָΔଐೕพ৻e̯එ྆ݯ
ϊωͬพԡʻ˟Ɂ̵ྫྷ80,830,000ʏؿ
ଊྦྷټძe

The acquired business contributed net profit of
RMB62,000 to the Group for the period from the date of
acquisition to 30th June 2007. The Group’s profit for the
period will not change even the acquisition was occurred
on 1st January 2007.

ඖνᑪพ৻כνᑪɾˀϭɀཌྷཌྷȼαʒ
˂ɍɊˀ˅౨ංc̯එ྆Ꮆ˻ᑋฌݯɁ̵
ྫྷ62,000ʏeߗνᑪೕ́Εɀཌྷཌྷȼαȹ
˂ȹˀcྦྷ̯එ྆พᐜӀτᄧᚊe

Details of net assets acquired and goodwill are as follows:

ᑪؿ૱༅ଐʥਆᙷୀΣɎi
RMB’000
Ɂ̵ྫྷɝʏ

Purchase consideration:
— cash paid
— purchase consideration payables

νᑪྦྷძi
z ʻ˟ଊټ
z ֆ̰ʻ˟ɾᔝᜑಁ

63,830
17,000

Total purchase consideration

ᐢνᑪྦྷძ

80,830

— fair value of net identifiable assets
acquired (see below)
Goodwill

z ᑪɃ˿ᖫП૱༅ଐؿʔʐძࠤ
ӮɎʼ
ਆᙷ

(80,830)
—

ࠖສพٖͫτࠉʔ̇ ɀཌྷཌྷȼαɻ౨ంй
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16. พ৻ԡᙩ

16. BUSINESS COMBINATIONS
(Continued)
The assets and liabilities arising from the acquisition are
as follows:

νᑪଐ́ؿ༅ଐ߲ඦͶ͐ΣɎi

Acquiree’s
carrying amount
νᑪ
Ɂሏࠍძࠤ
RMB’000
Ɂ̵ྫྷɝʏ
Cash and bank balances
Properties under development
Trade and other payables
Deferred income tax liabilities

56

ଊټʥႺϷΦಁ
ೕɻذพ
Ꮆ˟ሏಁʥԯˢ˟ಁඖ
Ⴎֺ֝ೢ߲ඦ

Preliminary
fair value
ٱն
ʔʐძࠤ
RMB’000
Ɂ̵ྫྷɝʏ

63,330
400,000
(400,000)
—

63,330
442,353
(400,000)
(10,588)

63,330

95,095

Minority interests (15%)

ʭᅕٖᚬऩ(15%)

(14,265)

Net identifiable assets acquired

ֺᑪɃ˿ᖫП૱༅ଐ

80,830

Cash to acquire the business
net of cash acquired
— cash consideration
— cash and cash equivalents
in subsidiary acquired

νᑪพ৻ɾଊݚټˮd
bκᑪɃɾଊټ
bz ଊྦྷټძ
bz νᑪڃᙔʔ̇ɾଊټ
bbbʥଊټ೩ძذ

80,830

Net cash paid or payable for
the acquisition

νᑪɾɰ˟ֶᎶ˟૱ଊټ
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(63,330)

17,500
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17. FINANCIAL GUARANTEES
(a)

The Group has arranged bank financing for certain
purchasers of property units and provided
guarantees to secure obligations of such
purchasers for repayments. The outstanding
guarantees amounted to RMB1,554,460,000 as
at 30th June 2007 (31st December 2006:
RMB1,243,183,000).

17. ল৻ኪړ
(a)

ɐ߸ኪؗੱړੀכɎͶੱؗୄ˅i
(i)ೕˮָΔଐֺτᚬᖬ܃cϤָΔ
ଐֺτᚬᖬȹঁผΕ̯එ྆ੀτᗐ
ذพؿኟτᚬଫ͚ϭൕࡼ܃ʒ˂
ϭ ԭ α ʑ ೕ ˮ h (ii)ѧ ι  ్ ܘഽ ˫
܃hʥ(iii)ೕˮτᗐذพָؿΔଐᔵ
ඖᚬСᖬ܃e

Such guarantees terminate upon (i) the issuance
of the real estate ownership certificate which will
generally be available within six months to two
years after the Group deliver possession of the
relevant property to its purchasers; (ii) the
completion of the mortgage registration; and (iii)
the issuance of the real estate miscellaneous right
certificate relating to the relevant property.
(b)

As at 30th June 2007, the Company provides
guarantees to certain subsidiaries of the Group
for their long-term bank loans of
RMB600,000,000 (31st December 2006:
RMB400,000,000).

̯එ྆ɰగߗɳذพ௰ϽᑪൕʿΪ
ખႺϷጪ༅cԎྦྷ೩ᑪൕʿؿᑹ
ಁஐͨొԜኪړeכɀཌྷཌྷȼαʒ
˂ɍɊˀc̰ኪټړᔾݯɁ̵
ྫྷ1,554,460,000ʏɀཌྷཌྷʒαɊ
ɀ ˂ ɍ Ɋ ȹ ˀ i Ɂ ̵ ྫྷ
1,243,183,000ʏe

(b)

כɀཌྷཌྷȼαʒ˂ɍɊˀc̯ʔ̇
̯ݯඑ྆ɾڃᙔʔ̇ؿɁ̵ྫྷ
600,000,000ʏٽ౨ႺϷ൘ಁɀཌྷ
ཌྷʒαɊɀ˂ɍɊȹˀiɁ̵ྫྷ
400,000,000ʏొԜኪړe
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18. ֻኪ

18. COMMITMENTS
Capital commitments

༅ֻ̯ኪ

Capital commitments in respect of development costs
attributable to properties under development and land
use rights are as follows:

ೕɻذพʥɠΔԚ͂ᚬɾೕι̯ؿ༅
ֻ̯ኪʗΣɎi

Properties under development
Contracted but not provided for
Authorised but not contracted for

Land use rights
Contracted but not provided for

ೕɻذพ
ɰᖋ̰ᅆௐ
ɰғ̰ᖋ

ɠΔԚ͂ᚬ
ɰᖋ̰ᅆௐ

19. RELATED PARTY TRANSACTIONS
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As at
30th June
2007
ɀཌྷཌྷȼα
ʒ˂ɍɊˀ
RMB’000
Ɂ̵ྫྷɝʏ

As at
31st December
2006
ɀཌྷཌྷʒα
Ɋɀ˂ɍɊȹˀ
RMB’000
Ɂ̵ྫྷɝʏ

2,095,667
4,992,795

1,029,284
4,524,730

7,088,462

5,554,014

254,057

228,619

7,342,519

5,782,633

19. ᗐᐲʿ͚מ

The Group is controlled by Capital Group (the parent
company), which aggregately holds 45.58% of the
Company’s shares directly and indirectly.

̯එ྆Շࠖඑ྆˞Ɏᓯီ̴ʔֺ̇ઁ
Թc̴ʔ̇༦قઅංઅʿβͳܛτ̯
ʔ̇45.58%ٖؿᚬe

The parent company itself is a state-owned enterprise
controlled by the PRC government. In accordance with
HKAS 24 “Related Party Disclosures”, state-owned
enterprises and their subsidiaries, other than the parent
company, directly or indirectly controlled by the PRC
government are also defined as related parties of the
Group.

̴ʔ̇ܰՇɻਝઁ֚ܧԹؿਝτͬพe࣓
ኣࠗಋผ߮ڬ24໔(HKAS24)ᗐᐲʿׄ
ᚉஃցc̴ʔ̇̔cԯˢֺτՇɻਝܧ
֚قઅֶංઅઁԹؿਝτͬพʥԯڃᙔʔ
̇ੀႏցܰඑ྆ؿᗐᐲʿe
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̰ᄗ࣏ᓯע၃ɻ౨ল৻ڃࢠڌഽ
19. RELATED PARTY TRANSACTIONS
(Continued)

19. ᗐᐲʿ͚מᙩ

For the purpose of related party transaction disclosure,
the Group has identified the immediate ownership
structure of its customers and suppliers as to whether
they are state-owned enterprises. Many state-owned
enterprises have multi-layered corporate structure and
the ownership structures change over time as a result of
transfers and privatisation programmes. Due to the
pervasiveness of the Group’s retail transactions with the
entities’ employees on corporate business, their key
management personnel and close family members, and
other related parties, there is no feasible way to track
such transactions and ensure the completeness of certain
disclosures. Nevertheless, the directors believe that
meaningful information relative to related party
transactions has been disclosed.

ݯȿ˨ʗׄᚉᗐᐲʿ͚מc̯එ྆༦ᐃ
۪ʸʥԜᎶਆٖؿᚬ࿚cԞԾХРᒾ
ԯܰЯݯਝτͬพeЎܰ۾Λਝτͬพኟ
τΛᄙωؿʔܼ̇࿚cԎ˘ٖᚬ࿚፭ട
ʔ̇ᔝᜑӝτʝ൬ೡΕɺᒾᛰҡeͅכ
̯එ྆ྦྷԯˢͬพࡗؿdᗐᒄဳଉɁࡗ
ʥٶጱdʥԯˢᗐᐲʿؿཌྷਕพ৻ᐃԎ
ɺ૯Ƀc߬ѧͲুᔙԎ్ֺ͐τᅚ͚ؿ
ܰמɺ˿ϷؿeЎܰc̯එ྆ဳଉᄙᆢڌ
ֺτᗐכᗐᐲʿ͚ؿמԮτࠇɣ෮ຮؿ༅
Էȿׄᚉe

In addition to these disclosed elsewhere in the Unaudited
Interim Financial Information, the following is a summary
of significant related party transactions entered into in
the ordinary course of business between the Group and
its related parties during the period and balances arising
from related party transactions at the end of the period.

ȿΕ̰ᄗ࣏ɻ౨ল৻ࢠڌԯˢΔʿׄ
ᚉؿᗐᐲʿ༅ࢿc˞Ɏܰ౨ංʑ̯එ྆
ᗐᐲʿɾංΕ̳Ꮺ৽ݠɻଐ́ࠇؿɣ
ᗐᐲʿ͚מමᐢcʥԯଐ́ޚؿᎶᗐᐲʿ
౨̱ᔾe

ࠖສพٖͫτࠉʔ̇ ɀཌྷཌྷȼαɻ౨ంй
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̰ᄗ࣏ᓯע၃ɻ౨ল৻ڃࢠڌഽ
19. RELATED PARTY TRANSACTIONS
(Continued)
(i)

19. ᗐᐲʿ͚מᙩ

Related party transactions

(i)

Six months ended 30th June
࿀ϭʒ˂ɍɊˀ˅ʒ˂
2007
2006
ɀཌྷཌྷȼα
ɀཌྷཌྷʒα
RMB’000
RMB’000
Ɂ̵ྫྷɝʏ
Ɂ̵ྫྷɝʏ

Related party

Nature of transaction

(a)

Jointly controlled entities
ͳઁԹྡྷ

Interest income
СࢠνɃ

5,694

15,708

An associate
ɥʔ̇

Interest income
СࢠνɃ

21,550

—

Parent company
̴ʔ̇

Interest income
СࢠνɃ

—

7,394

An associate
ᐲᏪʔ̇

Commission fee
ඥټ

Minority shareholder
of subsidiaries
ڃᙔʔ̇ɾʭᅕٖ

Interest expenses
Сࢠ͂

State-owned enterprises
ਝτઁٖͬพ

Interest income
СࢠνɃ

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

Sales of properties
ذพሻਕ

(8,102)

(17,254)

(5,473)

22,276

7,249

—

125,197

(326,269)

(160,916)

Drawdown of loans
અՇ൘ಁ

(1,050,000)

(1,300,000)

Interest expenses
Сࢠ͂
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(18,495)

Construction costs
ۺι̯

Repayment of loans
ᑹ൘ಁ
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90,000

(165,329)

—

(114,302)
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̰ᄗ࣏ᓯע၃ɻ౨ল৻ڃࢠڌഽ
19. RELATED PARTY TRANSACTIONS
(Continued)
(ii)

19. ᗐᐲʿ͚מᙩ

Related party balances

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

(ii)

Bank deposits — State-owned banks
ႺϷΦಁ z ਝτႺϷ
Trade receivables — State-owned enterprises
Ꮆνሏಁ z ਝτઁٖͬพ
Bank loans — State-owned banks
ႺϷ൘ಁ z ਝτႺϷ
Other receivables, net — State-owned enterprises
ԯˢᎶνಁඖ૱ࠤ z ਝτઁٖͬพ
Other payables — State-owned enterprises
ԯˢᎶ˟ಁඖ z ਝτઁٖͬพ
Advances from customers — State-owned enterprises
དνሏಁ z ਝτઁٖͬพ

ᗐᐲʿᔾ
As at
30th June
2007
ɀཌྷཌྷȼα
ʒ˂ɍɊˀ
RMB’000
Ɂ̵ྫྷɝʏ

As at
31st December
2006
ɀཌྷཌྷʒα
Ɋɀ˂ɍɊȹˀ
RMB’000
Ɂ̵ྫྷɝʏ

3,576,587

3,685,625

31,649

31,927

5,067,000

5,417,000

118,047

36,296

10,000

5,974

1,110,153

1,054,339

Apart from bank deposits, bank loans and balances with
related parties as disclosed in notes 6 and 8, the
remaining balances with related parties are unsecured,
interest free and have no fixed terms of repayment.

ႺϷΦಁၤႺϷ൘ಁc˞ʥڃכഽ6ʥڃ
ഽ8ɻׄᚉؿᔾ̔cᗐᐲʿᔾяಲא
cЛࢠ˘ಲ՞ցᑹ౨e

As at 30th June 2007, the Group’s provision for
impairment of receivable balances with related parties
amounted to RMB14,005,000 (31st December 2006:
RMB14,005,000).

כɀཌྷཌྷȼαʒ˂ɍɊˀc̯එ྆ྦྷϊᗘ
Ꮆνಁඖ߮ొؿвሏๅௐݯɁ̵ྫྷ
14,005,000ʏɀཌྷཌྷʒαɊɀ˂ɍɊȹ
ˀiɁ̵ྫྷ14,005,000ʏe

ࠖສพٖͫτࠉʔ̇ ɀཌྷཌྷȼαɻ౨ంй
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19. RELATED PARTY TRANSACTIONS
(Continued)
(iii)

19. ᗐᐲʿ͚מᙩ

Key management compensation

(iii)

˚߬ဳଉᄙؿం༭
Six months ended 30th June
࿀ϭʒ˂ɍɊˀ˅ʒ˂
2007
2006
ɀཌྷཌྷȼα
ɀཌྷཌྷʒα
RMB’000
RMB’000
Ɂ̵ྫྷɝʏ
Ɂ̵ྫྷɝʏ

Salaries and other short-term
employee benefits
Post-employment benefits

(iv)

ᑀ༭ʥԯˢ౨ါС
ᔴᓻ܃ါС

Amounts due from promoters

(iv)

Establishment of a new jointly controlled
entity
The Company entered into a contract to establish
a sino-foreign equity joint venture company with
Reco Ziyang Pte Ltd. (“Reco Ziyang”, the minority
shareholder of a subsidiary of the Group). The total
amount of investment is US$79,000,000. The
Company and Reco Ziyang shall both contribute
50% of the total amount of investment respectively
to the newly established joint venture company.
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5,206
220

4,347

5,426

ᎶνೕɁಁඖ
࣓ኣɀཌྷཌྷɍαೕɁၤ̯එ྆߯
͓ؿೢඖላړᖬۖcೕɁੀ
ྦྷ̯එ྆Εɀཌྷཌྷɍα̒˂ɍɊˀ
ֺܛτذพ୮ສࣂ߬ᖔढ़ؿɠΔ
ᄈࠤೢʀ˞ላe࿀ϭɀཌྷཌྷȼα
ʒ˂ɍɊˀcκຝֺؿޘೢ
܃cୃ߮߬ೕɁνՅؿಁඖ
ɣݯɁ̵ྫྷ55,650,000ʏe

In 2003, a deed of tax indemnity has been entered
into between the promoters and the Group
whereby the promoters undertake to indemnify the
Group in respect of certain LAT payable in
consequence of the disposal of the Group’s
existing properties as at 30th April 2003 (the
“Properties”). Up to 30th June 2007, the Group
had provided accumulated LAT of approximate
RMB55,650,000 in respect of the Properties after
netting off potential income tax saving and resulted
in this balance of amounts due from promoters.

(v)

4,195
152

(v)

ι͓ȹࡼณઁͳؿԹྡྷ

̯ ʔ ̇ ၤ Reco Ziyang Pte Ltd.
 Reco Ziyangc̯එ྆ڃᙔʔ̇
ɾʭᅕٖ͓߯ι͓ȹɻ̔
༅Ꮺʔ̇cʔ̇ɾᐢҙ༅ᔾݯ
79,000,000ʏe̯ʔ̇ၤ Reco
Ziyangɾˮ༅ˈԝݯΈ50%Ԏ˘ܘ
ˮ༅ˈԝԔτณι͓ઁͳؿԹ
ྡྷᚬऩνऩe
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